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. But will it last ? 
Confederation filustrates finer human instincts 
OTTAWA (CP) ~ The ll0- 
year-old Canadian Con- 
. federation illustrates " ' that  
*man's fine~ instincts can 
prevail," Queen Elizabeth 
said Sunday. . • 
"In a world divided by 
differences of color, race, 
language, religion and 
ideology, the Canadian 
experience stands out as a 
.message of hope," the 
Queen said in a speech 
televised across the coun- 
tr'Y/Myanp~uYer is that pu 
.wi l l  c " to offer . ,~  
. messnge to.mankind." 
y .  
_ Her appeal for unity was 
,delivered during a state 
dlflner at Government 
.House.' The speech was 
drafted by government offi- 
cials here. 
It emphasized the benefits 
. of Confederation at a lime 
when Quebec's separatist 
government is working to 
/ 
.Death, 
i 
 injur  
.in .train 
aeeidents 
Herald Staff 
One man is dead and 
another seriously injured 
aftBr being hit by trains in 
_separate accidents in the 
CAnadian National freight 
yards here over the last 
several days. 
No inquest has yet been 
called into the death of 67- 
~ear-old Joseph Telford, of 
Terrace, who was rtm over 
by a train as he crossed 
through the yard on the way 
home at about 8 pan. 
ThA~io~':48"-'a"" hours later and 
two blocks away from the 
f i rst  accident, Harry, 
Dominoe,  44, of Pr ince 
p~rge, w_- ~.s~_.~. b~a 
zr~n.  hiZd"/lZl~ leg': ~,as 
~be low' the  knee. He 
ld.in Sbti~f~ct~ c-6ndttlon 
in Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Coroner Jim Lynch said 
he will not make a decision 
on calling an inquest antff 
the RCMP investigation of 
Telford's death is complete 
and the pathologist's report 
is available. 
RCMP say Telford is 
believed to have been struck 
by a caboose as a train 
backed up along the tracgs. 
He was ]dlled instantly, but 
his body was not fotmduntil 
Friday morning when it was 
discovered by a CN em- 
ployeee. 
RCMP say no foul play is 
suspected in the death. The 
I tr  o p e r s '  
following an autopsy done 
Saturday should he 
available by the end of this 
week. 
The freight yards, com- 
monly crossed by people 
walking from the distr~et 
centre to the south end of 
town, can only be crossed at 
[he Sande Street overpass or 
at a level crossing at 
Kenney Avenue, ~th points 
several blocks alvay from 
[he busiest sechons of the 
district. RCMP say they 
don't normally make official 
recommendations after 
sudden deaths in non-traffic 
related accidents unless an 
inquiry follows. Recom- 
mendations can, however, 
be made to district council 
by the police, citizen's 
.groups or by private citizens 
on how to avoid, such ac-' 
cldents in the future. 
Dominoe, whose leg was 
amputated after he  was 
rushed to hospital, is 
believed to have been 
Crossing betweentwo 
connectM freight cars near 
the .Coop when the line Of 
cars  suddenly move u
caUsing him to lose Ms 
halmll:e and fall between 
cars imder the wheels. A 
friend accompanying him, 
Christopher" Porter, 29, of 
Terrace, got help. 
A funeral service for 
Telford will he held at the 
Salvation Army chaPel at 2 
p.m. Tuesday. 
He is survived by his wife, 
Hazel,  another son, Ronnle, 
32, of Terrace, four 
brothers, Ra lph ,  of 
Chil l iwack, Freeman,  of 
Vancouver Island, Dale of 
CIuJ~y_, Alta., near Leth- 
bridge and Merle, of 
had :ix grand- 
~nad~? province out  of 
HOPE FOR ALL 
"To men " and women 
represents, above all, op- 
pertunity," she said. Nearly 
four million inunl~anis in 
the last 25 years had in- 
dicated that by coming m 
live in Canada. 
As Head, of. the Com- 
monwealth, the queen kept 
in close touch with $6 
nations "comprising one- 
quarter of the earth's 
population." 
Her travels had un- 
dorlined for her "Canada's 
basic strengths and the 
creative genius" of the 
country. 
People verywhere sought 
peace, security and 
freedom. 
"Canada has come to 
stand for all three. You Hve 
in peace, you enjo 
standard of living hi 
than 92 per cent of 
world's population, and you 
live in a democracy, with achievement was that it had of social security for your ~ villages, towns and 
real civil liberties and prospered in peace as a citizens. You have done all cities, in homes, schools, 
human rights." diverse society, this, while at the same time factories and offices, 
One of Canada's greatest e~anding individual and everywhere, every day, a 
assets was that it had two MET CHALLENGES collective liberties. • similar face-to-face en 
basic traditions, French and Nowhere has this been counter of differences- 
British, rather than one. more evident han in your But Parliament is and re- large or small-- is likely to 
At Confederation i  1867, Parliament here in Ottawa, fleets not only a coming to- take place. 
Canada was a rural society where you have together gether of citizens to pursue In Parliament, and in the 
of 3.5 million inhabitants, developed ~poUcies to meet common goals and to find society it mirrors, dif. 
Now, vith a population of 23 all the major challenges of solutions to common rerences among human 
milliol, it was a major in- your history: To open up problems; it is also a face- beings are never resolved 
dustrial power, "ranking and settle the West; {o forge to-face encounter of all the once and for all. Their 
among the top, I0 in the a national identity; to build differences in society- resolution is a daily 
world." a national economy; to fight challenge, and how we 
But from [he standpoint of the Depression; and to political, regional, sec resolve them is an in- 
history, the country's develop national standards tional, human, dication of the values by 
i i H mum i i - - -  
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A•marltlme cold ron? 
moving around a low 
pressure centre in the Gulf 
of Alaska will pass through 
by ear ly  this morning 
resulting in slightly Ira- 
proved weather conditions. 
Cloudy, with periods of 
rain today, with the high at 
~ degrees. , ~, 
Saturday Terrace airport fkemen quelled a simulated Jet fire as part of area. Then the foam truck covered the area with foam to prevent the fire 
their open house demonstrations. First, the dry chemical truck went o the from reignittng. Story, page 2. 
site of the burning fuselage to put out any flames in the passenger scape 
One-year delay 
H '(tm wait on Hat Creek decision 
vancouver, cp-British 
Columbia Hydro said 
Friday it is postponing until 
the end of 1978 a decision on 
whether or not to seek the 
go-ahead for a coal-fired 
plant at Hat 
• The decision was 
eOn~lly to be made at the 
this year. 
The one-day delay means 
that the earliest in-service 
date for the first of fourS00- 
megawatt generating units 
would be 1985, instead of the 
original target date of 1984. Bonaer said Hydro has 
The Hat Creek project always maintained that the 
could he delayed two years, Hat Creek plant is a 
not one, Hydro chairman proposal only and that it 
Robert Bonner said in an might never beoome reality. 
Hat Creek is near .Ash- 
interview, croft, 194 kilometres nor- 
"Beoasue we expect to theast of Vancouver, where 
change our estimate of an 400 million tons of coal 
cight-pcr-cent growth rate suitablefor burning t¢ 
for.electric power needs in produce electric ]~ower 
the province to between six could be econommally 
and seven per cent, we mined over a 35-year period. 
actually have two years of The proposal is to build a 
elbow room on Hat Creek," four-generator-unit power 
he said. plant on the coal ~te. 
Bomb opp,ments 
disrupt ch,urch 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
P rotesters  against the 
neutron bomb disrupted 
services Sunday attended by 
President Carter. Some 
were gagged, wrestled own 
in the pews and thrown out 
of the church by .nshers. 
Carter said later the demon- 
straiors were "fine young. 
pie." 
• agree with their oh-, 
jective in eliminating 
nuclear weapons," the 
president told reporters. "I 
think they were mistaken in 
trying to disrupt he church 
services. 
"But the Secret Service 
didn't feel I was in danger, 
and neither did I." 
Five of the dejmon- 
sirators, who interrupted 
the services with a 
statement opposing de- 
ployment of the neutron 
bomb," were arrested and 
taken to a police station, 
three of them in handcuffs. 
They were booked for 
"disturbing a religious 
congregation." 
The neutron bomb is a 
highradiation, low impact 
weapon, designed prin- 
cipally as a missile 
warhead. It is highly effec- 
tive in killing human beings 
but leaves buildings intact. 
Carter aides say he will 
decide before the end of the 
year whether to produce and 
~leploy it. 
Carteri his wife Rosalynn, 
nine-year,old aughter Amy 
and a group of friends from 
Georgia entered the First 
Baptist Church, where the 
pre~sident and his family 
usually worship, at about 10 
a.m. 
The president and his wife 
attended adult Bible class, 
Continued, page 8 
So far, Hydro has spent 
nearly $20 million on 
developing the proposal and 
is currently doing burn tests 
on the coal. The complete 
project , if it becomes a 
reality would cost an 
estimated $1.5 billion. 
Bonaer said all the 
potential water power 
sources for generating 
electricity in the province 
will have to been taiped in 
about 50 years. 
Lone navzgator 
crosses passage 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The first man to navigate the 
Northwest Passage alone has arrived off Vancouver 
Island and is expected to arrive here Tuesday. 
Willy De Roos, a 54-year-old Belgian, arrived off 
Tofino on the west coast of Vancouver Island Sunday 
and was met by a coast guard cutter carrying 
reporters and two Vancouver yachtsmen. 
The yachtsmen have De Roos aboard his 42-feot 
steel-hullod ketch Williwaw and will accompany him 
here. 
He left Falmouth, England, May 23 and completed 
eafling through the Northwest Passage single-handed 
Sept. 12. He is expected to sail past Victoria Tuesday, 
arriving off Vancouver's Point Grey Tuesday af- 
ternoon. 
A flotilla of yachts will be waiting to welcome him. 
Civic officials will also'welcome De Boos and there 
will be a dinner in his honor by the Dutch consulate. A
local hotel has offered him a complimentary room for 
two weeks. 
becAfter that, he plans to sail south in an attempt to 
ome the first man to circumnavigate the Americas 
alone. He plans to winter in the Antarctic, He hopes to 
write a book and retire on the proceeds from its sale. 
~He is married and has four children in Belgium. 
J I 
There are nine river 
Stems that could either be 
her developed as energy 
sources or used for creating 
new plants, with a total 
potential production oI 
150,000 megawatts of 
electricity. 
B.C. Hydar's current 
generating capacity is 6,75 
magawatts. One megawatt, 
or one million watts, will 
light up I0,000 light bulbs of 
100 watts each. 
The biggest hydroelectric 
potential, 42,000 megawatts- 
28 per cent of the total-could 
be proveded by the Fraser 
River. 
"But we would steer away 
from using the Fraser for 
power generation,on ac- 
count of the salmon," 
Bonner said. 
"Fish technology, or how 
to prevent damage to the 
salmon spawing grounds, 
has not been developed to an 
advanced enough stage for a 
hydro-electric plant to .be 
constructed on the Fraser." 
"I think we'll be looking 
at meclear pewer in about 10 
years time," Bonner said. 
"We have to consider the 
transmission difficlculties 
in developing water power 
resources in the far n[rth of 
the province and, ff we don't 
go to the Fraser, we must 
look at nuclear." 
"The Candu reactor has 
proven itself over the past 20 
years in Ontario. It's an 
efficient reactor, but since it 
takes between five and 
seven years to construct a
nuclear power plant, 
depending on its size, we 
have to look at our po~er 
needs well in advance'.~Y: 
which we live. Their 
resolution is a daily test of 
our understanding, our 
openness ofmind and heart, 
and our ability to recognize 
our common humanity. 
This is true not only in 
Canada, but in the world 
community generally. 
One fine example of 
Canada's concern for 
building international tm- 
derstandingis the Lester B. 
Pearson College of the 
Pacific, one of three United 
World Colleges. The 
Government of Canada was 
most helpful in setting it up," 
and Canada .raised $6 
million for the project. The 
college brings together stu- 
dents from all parts of the 
world, and its aim is to 
foster among them a sense 
of international community. 
I am pleasecl that Prince 
Charles is associated with 
~ isproject, as President of e International Council of 
United World Colleges, 
having succeeded Lord 
Mounthatten. We live in an 
age when more and more 
fields of human endeavor 
are subject o international 
concern. Pearson College is 
testimony to the belief that 
as we come to know one 
another, we rise above our 
differences. 
For llO years, the 
Canadian experience has 
been to illustrate that man's 
finer instincts can prevail-- 
just as your .athers of 
Confederation proclaimed 
when they founded this 
nation upon that very 
prenuse. 
From the viewpoint of his- 
tory, this is the great 
Canadian achievement: Not 
just that you have 
progressed and prospered, 
but that you have done so as 
a diverse society, and in 
peace. 
My prayer is that you will 
continue to offer this 
message to mankind. 
Case adjourns 
Sabotage 
alleged in 
PCB spill 
by Donna VaIl/eres 
Herald Staff Writer 
A portion of the Cancel 
power transormer which 
exploded last January, 
allegedly spilling apollutant 
into Porpese Harbour was 
removed from the tran- 
sformer at some time before 
last July, according to a 
defense witness who 
testified at the Cancel trial 
in Terrace provincial court 
Friday. 
The. trial.:.wns adjourued 
till J~/fiffaYy :~ When the. 
defence will call five more 
witnesses. 
Dr. Burce Levelton, an 
expert in corrosion, was 
called to the stand by 
defence counsel for Cancel 
Robert Gardner after Judge: 
Selwyn Romilly ruled 
a~aiast an earlier equest to 
d:smiss the 16 charges 
became of lack of evidence. 
U n examination on ~e ~ cross state of the tran- 
sformer,. Crown counsel 
Wemer Heinrich questioned 
Levelton about a half-inch 
hole in a fin of the tran- 
sformer, alluded to in 
earlier trial proceedings in
June. 
Leveltou stated he had 
examined the transformer 
when it was moved to a 
warehouse in Vancouver, 
but an 18-inch portion of the 
transformer had been 
removed. 
"l assume that someone 
had a reason for cutting it 
out," he stated, but could 
not guess why. 
According to earlier 
testimony in June, a leak 
had developed in the 
transformer fin and had 
been plugged, but Levelton 
stated that anyone who 
would try to drive a plug into 
the fins, only about 49 
millimeters thick, would be 
"derelict in his duties." 
"I think it would continue 
to leak, if a pig were driven 
into a half-inch hole, 
Levelton said. 
An earlier witness called 
by the Crown has stated 
leaks in the fins could cause 
loss of the liquid used in the 
transformer. The liquid 
which contains 
polycborinated bipheuy] 
(PCB), which could cause 
the transformer to 
st  ed 
half-inch hole could have 
been caused eliberately or 
accidentally when he was  
questioned by defense 
counsel Gardner who 
brought up his sabato~e 
theory for the second time m 
the trial. 
It is difficult to establish 
sabotage or deliberate 
damage, though, Levelton 
said. 
"somewhat more serious 
than it had been in 
January." 
The body of the tran- 
sformer was not in any 
hazard from corrosion, he 
stated, because it had been 
given extra coats of 
protective paint by 
Westinghouse, the 
manufacturer, before it had 
been installed at the Cancel 
plant. 
However, the fins, which 
ar_e on ly  .about one  
~eter  thick, had ba~e 
ai~u'ane to two inches 
wide, Levelton said. '. 
"Sufficient corrosion has 
occurred to warrant 
monitoring," the witnesl 
said. 
There was earlier 
evidence from two super- 
visions at the plant hat they 
recognized rust on the fins 
and appeared to be 
monitoring the transformer 
regularly, Levelton stated. 
He also testified that one 
weep, or pinhole leak, had 
been patched by epoxy 
which could contain the 
liquid for a period of time ff 
the transformer was 
carefully monitored. 
Also teedfying at Friday's 
'trial was Dr. Paul Thomas, 
a chemist, who was called 
as an expert witness by the 
fefense in an effort to prove 
sampling techniques used 
by the Environmental 
Protection Service were 
inadequate. The EPs had 
collected a number of 
samples from the sediment 
of Porpose Harbour which 
showed upen analysis to 
contain levels of PCB. 
Thomas, an employee of 
E,  a d a na  C 
stated the particular tupe of 
sampler ~ by the Crown 
witnesses is unsuitable in 
log ponds, such as the one at 
Porpose Harbour because it
disturbed the sedifnant and 
did not show which samples 
came from which levels. 
He also stated that if the 
sampler is not cleaned 
properly before being used, 
:t couldbring PCB into the 
area, which would then 
show up in analysis. 
PCB can also be found in 
unsterilized bottles, packing 
material, and plastics, 
Thomas said, all of which 
were used to gather the 
orgiual samples. 
Gardner again brought up 
the fact that the laboratory 
which had analysed by 
original samples had then 
destroyed the samples, 
asking Thomas whether this 
was common practice. 
"It is unthinkable to 
destroy any sam- 
ples...without the per- 
mission of the owners of the 
When he examined 'the samples," Thomas replied. 
transformer in July, C0ncemlng where in the 
Levelton stated he did note harbour PCB was found, 
some corrosion on the.,~/llmmas stated that no one 
metal, but added, that the i im0ws how PCB behaves in 
tr~msformer had been ex- terms' of pooling or ac- 
~ee ed to the elements ince cumulating. January explosion and . "The whole thing is one 
corrosion and rust  was gross uncertainty,"- "-he said. 
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Flames doused~emen lay on a load of foam to keep the blaze at bay giving time to resuce survivors. 
Extinguish jet fire 
Airport firemen sn, v their stuff 
BYJULIETTE PROOM . In a matter of seconds, the "This builds a resue area hand filled using 50 pound Therear.e two ways to.tesl 
HERALD STAFF WRITER dry cnemical truck, pulled for survivors to come out of paris. Twenty hags of the att re  extmgu..isnerk, wire ~ 
Open house at Terrace ~U~.n~e~rdhbea:~e--wI~ the the aircraft, said George dust-like solidfill the tank gauge--send It to an • " 
. . . . . . . . .  ,..,, o . . . .  .,_. " " c•  "xnetweis Wright, the fireman in After shewing.off the'w pensive dealer or fire it off mrpur~ ~cnms ~ummay : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  fought so that the heat will charge of the demon- truck to about l~interested once h month. 
was qmte  evem ~u'~ me),  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ::7_',__., . . . . . .  be carried away: by the st~atian onlookers, the firemen Alternative extinguisheri 
:~e on the runwa,, tho- wind• " We are not attempting to discovered why the coffee ranging in size from five to! 
:afterblowin~,afuse~ith~o If a jet had actually vuttbefireout,buttubui]'da still wasn't ready-- ~o po.unas ahye p.ress.ur~ea 
imam, co f~ ,~ts on one crashed, the fire mkwtment liable rescuearea" hesaid. somebody plugged in too e~Fzng ~.  tt wor~..just.as i 
:ch-~ the,, ~ cren'~oustrat '~rl would have been told about "Once a plane has crashed, many pots and blew a cir- we n a.na is earner u m.~ l.~.lc 
iflre e~ti-~,ulshers "- it beforehand and trucks it has been stressed, 'so cnit. zs.a.epze..cea, a ustwe!gnmel 
• The ~e on the runway would have been just as badly that it can't be used The crowd benefitted e.xungmsner x.rom .rune .co 
was huge Two metal pipes close as t..hey were in the again anyway." from this mistake though, c..!me.., t.t.otnewe~gm.m i 
each about eight feet in ee__mnnst.ration. _ Saturday's demonstration .Instead of huddling "reside n°U.~a~Ywe~re~,c s .r°mm~tnei 
diameter and 40 feet long . Tile ury cnemical truch fire took about 15seconds to me garage, urew uniet ~, . e, , . _ : 
were laid end to end to .as a  ,00 pound supply of put out, but five hours to W Sht l t.me more rims:  nqag oe a  t ge   i 
to s ar af r The Tr cks anamwteovolun~eers mut  simulate a Boeing 737. 2000 pamseium chloride p y clean up te. u ._ "- P Torrace should be -muci I 
gallons of contaminate~ Fern a nozzm on top of the have to be reloaded after mere out. . .." . . . . . . .  ~'_ .. • ,, , ,, . oI Im alrport ru'enau, t, ast'. 
fuel, reiected., from air. otrUcki cab.2 This supply, runs every use, then washed It s easy he said as he year they won three awards.: 
planes during malntenence, ut n 5sc, conds, but m only down. escorted a lady from the for fir~ nrp.vgntion Thp~v: 
was pumped around, to intenaed m oeat oown the Although the foam truck audience. Sure enough it w-,,',.,;'~',-d~,~'~'~'h~,'~'nn ,~-'~,' :::: 
cover an area 50 feet by 100 names, looks me'ssirt, it's cleaner to was. She had it out before .~'tn}f'i~-~-na'n'~in't~:n"~n'n~l:.:" 
feet .  . . . .  AS soon.as this was~ done, reload. On tank is filled .she knew it. a]~or"~' o'f"[~" si"ze"in-bo"t'h!i! 
A. m-eman we .armg ms ~e ioam WUCK put)ca m to with water and the other Wright warned people B'.{~. and Canada These::" 
protective asnesms sui~ prevent the rite worn with dehydrated solids. The about fire extinguishers honours brought them thai'.: 
started the demonstration reignitlng. It/laid down a two are mixed and ex- with gauges. "All too often Doc Quely tronhy which is a ~!~ 
by throwing flaming rags foam blanket made from panded with air by the they freeze showing full. renlica of a fire bell ";~ 
• a r  • • • . . - z -  • ~,%. into the g as:s.oaked ea. prote~ products h~ke anLmal, nozzle at the fwe. When you pull one off the They also received an:~; 
,e  got out ot mere as soor intestines ann metal The dry chemical truck, shelf, it might work or it honourable mention in the!i..': 
as possible, styrites, on the other hand, has to be might not" he said. Howard Green trovhy, i'~ 
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Athletes banquet 
I 
Campagnolo toasts Queen at dinner 
OTTAWA (CP) --Queen 
Elizabeth and Prince Philip 
lunched Saturday with some 
300 Canadians, mostly 
amateur or professional 
F. Prystay 
passes in 
Vernon 
Fred Prystay, a former 
Terrace resident, died in 
Vernon Saturday morning. 
Mr. and Mrs. Prystuy 
arrived in Terrace in 1928 
and he was one of the 
founding members of the 
Terrace Co-op. 
They moved to Vernon 
four years ago on his 
retirement. 
He is survived by his wife, 
Anne, five children, 16 
grandchildren a d two great 
~krr andchildren. 
angements are aln care 
of the Vernon Funeral 
Home. Internment is at 10 
a.m. Tuesday. 
He is survived by his wife, 
Anne, five children, 16 
grandchildren a d two great 
grandchiidren. 
Arrangements are in care of 
the Vernon Funeral Home. 
Internment is at 10 a.m. 
Tuesday. 
athletes, who ranged from 
11 to 102 years old. 
The 102-year-old was 
Herman Smith-Johanssen, a 
cross-country skier who 
lives in the Gatineau Hills 
north of Ottawa. 
He sat at the head table 
between Olympic medal 
winner Nancy Garapick, a 
teen-age swimmer from 
Halifax, and Diane Jones 
Konihowski of Saskatoon, 
Canada's competitor in the 
Olympic pentathlon last 
year. 
Fitness Minister Iona 
Campagnolo proposed the 
toast to "la reine du 
Canada"--the Queen of 
C an  a da - -a  nd 
Queen Elizabeth's peech on 
physical fitness during a 
1959 visit to Canada. 
The mimster said 
Canada's progress in sports 
has been slow but the 
country is getting there. 
Canada had ranked an over- 
all tenth among countries at 
the 1976 Olympics compared 
to an average 40th place in 
previous years. 
Campagnolo remarked 
upon the fitness and 
discipline of the Royal 
family and added that 
Prime Minister Trudeau, a 
head table guest, had 
always been andstili was an 
example of physical fitness. 
CHATTED WITH QUEEN 
The audience sang God 
Save the Queen, then ap- 
plauded lustily and later 
chatted with the Queen and 
Prince Philip informally. 
There were people like 
SmithJohanssen, who skis 
not competitively but for the 
pleasure of it. And there 
were others like Toronto 
hockey broadcaster Foster 
Hewitt and Father DaVid Tucker of St. John's, Nfld., 
Bauer, who coached who sat at' the Queen's right 
Canada's national hockey at the head table. 
teams in the 1960s. 
C a m pa  gn Among those in the 
refused to issue a guest list audience were Clyde Gray, 
and it was difficult even for the Nova Scotia-born 
some of the athletes to Commonwealth wel- 
recognize one another "in terweight being champion 
street clothes. Many were who now lives in Toronto. 
amateurs in their te~s, Former world-classsprinter 
including young swimm'e'~s Harry Jerome was another 
like Garapick and Bldir guest. 
Bennett nearly provokes 
second ferry strike 
B'VKNcu~R:.tut-'=I -- rmsn commma yerry 
Corp. workers ver~ea on a 
second illegal stage in one 
week Fridayas .Premier.Bil! 
tmnnett ana nm caomet 
ministers repeated thei~ 
claim that the company has 
not given up its right to take 
legal action against the 
union for last week's trike. 
But Bennett's arguments 
seemed to be contradicted 
by copies of the back-tu- 
work settlement released by 
the B.C. Labor Relations 
Board, which indicated that 
only the attorney~eneral's 
department retains any 
legal options. 
As Bennett, Labor 
Minister Alan Williams and 
Transport Minister Jack 
Davis disputed board 
chairman Paul Weiler's 
interpretation of the set- 
tlement, alks under special 
mediator Clive McKee were 
held up three hours by a 
~spute over midmonth pay 
cneques .  
Leaders of the B.C. Ferry 
and Marine Workers' Union, 
seeking afirst contract with 
the erownowned company, 
said Friday that union 
members almost walked out 
a second time when they 
found that pay for the work 
stoppage .h.ad been deducted 
wom me tufa-month 
cl3equ~r~ther than the end- 
otmonm cn~ues. 
"Just one Word from us 
and they would have been 
out," said a union 
spokesman. "But so far 
~e'v~, managed to hold 
mem. 
TALKS DELAYED 
The union t01d McKee the 
deducti~dns e c b u ti 
harassment and the dispute 
delay.eel the b.eginning, of 
me~auon mr mree nours. 
When talks began, McKee 
adjourned theih after, 90 
minutes until Monday. 
Bennett said in ~n in- 
terview Friday and before a 
news conference Saturday 
Bennett said, something it is 
alrerady compelled to do by 
law. 
Bennett repeated earlier 
statements byWilliams and 
Davis that the government 
is studYing proposals to 
impose tighter controls on 
vublic sector unions and_ 
broaden the definition of 
essential services in the 
wake of the strike. 
But Bennett's in- 
terpretation of the set. 
tlement was contradicted by 
documents released by. the 
LRB which incluaeo a 
written statement by board 
c_haim__an Weiler. 
lUUHT8 LOST 
The documents, which 
were the basis of the union's 
decision to.return to work, 
indicated that the company 
bad lost its.right o legal 
action, but the government 
itself could stilI prosecu~ 
the union throught he at- 
torneygeneral's depart• 
ment., 
The documents show that 
the comjpany did not directly 
waive its right to sue its 
employees, bu.t .Weiler's 
statement notea mat the 
corporation did not take the 
necessary egal first step of 
asking the board to file its 
back-t~o-work rder of Oct. 8 
in the B.C. Supreme Court. 
The result, Weiler wrote, 
was that the doors to legal 
action by the corporatmn 
were closed, because it had 
not asked for permission to 
sue, nor had it given any 
indication that it would do so 
in future. 
"Accordingly," wrote 
Weiler, "in the specia y, 
circumstances of the case. 
and on the assumption that 
the trade union forthwith 
directs its members to 
return to work and that the 
union members do in fact 
comply forthwith the 
board's order of Oct. 8, the 
board would be of the view 
that this matter (legal 
action against the union) is 
and would remain closed." 
that the ferry corPoration 
has retained its right to take OnCe th.e..ordg.~..wa~ defied 
legal action against ferry Nonetheless, nothing in and the" , .~'  dire'¢t.~ the~ 
workers for the seven-day' the agreement protects the wdrkers~,1o, i~t~l~h~:~5 th ~r~ strike which endod:'Thur- . . . .  " ....... '•' . . . .  e" 
sday at midnight. : union or its members from j01~Llt~wa~,%p, t~~.tl~e:,fen~ 
The company "only o lr ar t i ® n - n o t government-to l~roceea 
greed to bring about against he union,"Bennett 
reprisals on the job," said. 
Waterl  
industry 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
CP-Forests Minister Tom 
Waterland Friday predicted 
expansion of pulp mills in 
this Central Interior city 
area and construction of at 
SUITS POSSIBLE 
Under the labor cede, 
union members are liable to 
fines of no more than $1,000, 
while the union may be fined 
$10.00o. 
The union could also face 
damage suits from third 
parties, such as the tourist 
industry, if the courts decide 
the code permits uch suits. 
Bennett said Saturday 
that the corporation 
retained the right of legal 
action. 
"The ferry corporation 
did proceed to ack the LRB 
m refer its oroer to the 
courts for. con.tempt i~/.." 
poses• "rna.t ap.p.ac.at!on s.Ull 
exists ana ~s stm oelore me 
LRB. Management has not 
backed.off rom the appll- 
cation.- - 
.The union is seeking 
retention ot current over- 
time alld . seniority 
provisions m me new con- 
tract. Thecompany haspro- 
posed to elimmam overume 
except after' 1,750. ho~s 
worzin aYe~ anu wmnes m. 
increase the period of 
temporary employment to 
three years from two. i 
CONTROL NEEDED 
Bennett said the govern-: 
ment is concerned that it 
was unable to control events ~ 
during the strike, which ~ 
began after Williams im- 
posed a 90-day cool-off 
period. , 
Both the LRB and the 
ferry corporation were 
immune from government 
interference, he said, "but 
in the final analysis, we (the 
government) are the ones 
accountable to the public." 
"This dispute shows how 
the government created for 
itself an inability to ac t . . .  
it's frustrating." 
Bennett said the govern- 
ment's decision to proclaim 
the cooling-off period was 
the "only option we had"  to 
avert the strike, and the 
goy.ernment antic!pated the 
ruling would be oeeved. 
l~roseeution by th~ dttomey- 
general's department for 
defying the back to work 
oroer. 
and predicts pulp 
industry growth in interior 
least three thermo- 
mechanical pulp mills in the 
province in the near future. 
In aninterview prior to a 
tour of logging operations, 
Waterland also confirmed 
Noranda back 
to work 
Labor Relations Board for a 
cease-anddesist order to 
halt picketin, g at the mine 
site at Babme Lake, 220 
kilometres northwest of 
Prince George, B.C. The 
comimny s~ia the current 
-'x~mr'xee umon memvers 
were demandiug the. re- 
instatemqnt q( he emplgyee 
ms r~tssan gtter an m.wr- 
f~nWi tn  an acting 
"~'l'-~/irris, chief shop 
smwaro of Local 10 of the 
union, said the union did not 
condone ~ the strike or 
p!cketline set up by em- 
pmyees. 
GRANISLE, B.C. (CP) -- 
/~merations at Noranda 
es Ltd.'s Bell Copper 
Division returned to normal 
Sunday following a walkout 
last Wednesday over the 
dismissal of a probationary 
employee. 
The employees, members 
of the Canadian Assocation 
of Industrial, Mechanical 
and Allied Workers Union, 
• voted Friday to return to 
work if the dispute was 
handled through recognized 
grievance proced, ures. 
Noranda applied Friday 
to the British Columbia 
Queen stands in rain 
Ur,il y pleas heard in church service 
1967 on the country's 100th 
birthday. 
The crowd which pressed 
10 deep against the 
barricades smiled and 
waved and took photos. 
Many waved Union Jacks. 
Three blocks away at the 
national archives, at least 
1,000 people braved the rain 
to watch the Queen enter the 
building where she viewed 
lSth century oil portraits of 
North American Indian 
chiefs. 
The exhibition, titled The 
Four Indian Kings, was 
painted by John Verelst. 
The Mohawk chiefs had 
travelled to England in 1710 
to ask Qt.~n Anne for an 
increase of military support 
and missionaries. 
Also on'display was the 
Bible and a set of silver 
communion plates the chiefs 
had given Queen Anne• 
Queen Elizabeth signed the 
Bible for her third time. 
Modern Mohawks from 
the Bay of Quinte in Ontario 
were presented tothe Queen 
at the archives: Their gift to 
her' was a quilt hand made 
by Helen Spencer of 
Brantford, Ont. 
On thequllt was the tree of 
life and Mohawk clan 
symbols: the turtle, boar, 
wolf and eagle, A buried 
hatchet symbolized peace. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
Queen and Prince Philip 
heard pleas for national 
unity and harmony Sunday 
at an outdoor Parliament 
Hill church service held in a 
stubborn drizzle. 
The royal couple was pro- 
tected from the rain by a red 
and white striped awning 
over the specially- 
constructed stage but MPs, 
senators and repre- 
sentatives of foreign em- 
bassies and several 
thousand onlookers had to 
bundle up in raincoats and 
huddle under umbrellas. 
The bilingual service 
included a Bible reading by 
Prince Philip, which 
vleaded "Love each other as 
much as brothers should 
and have a profound respect 
for each other." 
"Do all you can to live at 
peace with everyone. Never 
try to get revenge. Leave 
that, my friends, to God's 
anger." 
Rev. Edward Scott, 
primate of the Anglican 
Church of Canada, r~d a 
passage in heavilyacdbnted 
French, hi which he said 
"we sense the danger of di- 
visions." 
TONGUES DIFFERENT 
"We seem to be speaking 
with different tongues. That 
makes us tired of building 
roads of common consent 
and commitment." 
The Queen's ix-day visit 
has been described by some 
as an important gesture 
towards Canadian ational 
unity. 
The Queen joined in some 
of the singing of the inter- 
denominational hymns and 
sat stiffly on a red leather 
chair listening to the 
prayers and readings. 
She was dressed "warmly 
against he cb"ll day in a 
maize colored coat and a 
matching tam-o-shanter 
with light-colored gloves. 
Later she walked down a 
red carpet to view the 
Centennial Flame, built in 
that a major German in- 
dustrial concern is Iook~.g 
at pulp mills construction m
Bntish Columbia and talks 
are going well with the 
company which he did not 
name.  
There should be an uw 
swing in the currently 
depressed pulp markets in 
the mid)1980's and industry 
officials are preparing for 
that, he said. 
Thermo-mechanical 
mills, which use mehcnioal 
rather than Chemical 
processes to manufacture 
pulp, will produce low-grade 
pulp for sale to paper 
companies. 
Waterland said Dome 
Industries, in its bid for 
timber rights on the West 
Coast, indicated it would 
build a thermo-mechanioal 
mill as well as sawmill 
facilities. 
Since it would cost about 
$300 million tobuild one new 
kraft mill, which would use 
chemical to produce the 
higher grade of pulp, ex- 
parmion sf the mills is more 
likely to occur,he said. 
Waterland also said that 
early feasibility studies 
show it would be beneficial 
for timber companies to 
build a resource railway 
west of Quesenel, 48 
kilometres south of here, to 
replace more than 140 
kilomtres of all-weather 
loi~ing road into the Nazko 
valley. 
Waterland said the 
railway would haul about 
2,500 cunits of timber ayear. 
A cunit if 100 cubic feet of 
timber. 
L' 
r 
i 
Adverse effects of logging 
road construction were 
named as the major 
negative factor of logging on 
the environment in last :~ 
year's Pearsa royal com- 
mission report ~on forest.. '~ 
resources. 
! 
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gays C/ark 
' - .  • • " . Tax cuts, growth lncentwes needed now 
develo ment would be me AtlanUc provinces. A was .not  delivered.but wo.rryin, g trend of all," he controls andthecr~tionof By EDISON STEWART 
FREDERICTON (CP) -  nlacedPat the centre of system of investment tax utarg.s campaign cnair- sam,. one.ox me. g,~,at a new teaerat, poucy on 
Attacking federal Liberals cleclsion makingin a federal credits for small businesses man, tow.ell  M urr.ay, @is. ..u'a.gedies ou.ne country, IS spenoing restraint. 
for "unbelievably bad Conservative government, wo~d also be set up if he is rater tiara stones ny what mac uanaman _money is one area wnere money 
~L~gde T In particular, be corn- elected, he said. was in the text. being invested and is could be saved is the $100- 
s~e Conservative mitteda Clark government DE_P.A..RTED FROM TEXT .Throughout.the hour-l.on~ er~fln_g_j0b_s in_theUnited million expenditure lhies 
Clark caUed to the development of a uut menarsnest wom.s.m aaaress; uiarlt emp.nas~eo ~r.a~es ruiner mun nero... ~eur un.,-~ru,.~,m~2: . 
Saturday for a new budget system of longferm tax .his p.rep~ed ~x.t, whicn ne. economlcissu.es, sa.ymg .~.t . wne ousmess c,o, mmum.w ~.rown ou compa.ny, money. 
with income tax cuts for contracts, lasting about 10 Raresy aunereato, .were not wn~.eover memng .t.e.nu ~ has come .t.o ~r.ust me .mat was .eaves.mere co.u.m 
people earning less than vears, toencoura~eflrmsto aellvereu, m. me ~xt, ne survtvaJ ann re-ounamg ,or ..~r~eraom/mstrauonmore ~ used to summate me 
$15,000 a year and ~tabHsh and put'own roots accused feaera! ~i.nance the country is a greater man.racy ~ust,,me Truoeau economy. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
issue, the problems ef slow significant new incentives to in areas suffe/'ing k sluggish Minister Jean Cnreuen of aaminisu'ation, tie urgeo party supporters 
being "irresponsible" in eeonomie growth and economy He urged an end' to what to work hard to elect more 
e n e o u r He e~Dlained later that he said m uncertainty in the Conservatives in the next growth. • saying that the fight against unemployment come first. 
under [he system, the Canadian economy and federal election. _ S~.~ in English and unemployment Is mainly a The Opposition leader 
federal ~xee firms with called for the beginning of Clark returned to Ottawa French to a receptive job for the provinces, painted a grim picture of the 
audienceofaheutS00PCsat such contracts wouldpay Chretlen m playing "into Canadianeconomy~poinflng the end of wage and price on Saturday night. 
would be fixed or iimitedfor the hands of the separatists to the sliding Canadian 
in Quebec" hy trying to dollar and saying the 
minimize federal respon- government "has never 
sibllity for unemployment, taken economic policy 
Clark said. ' 
their annual provincial 
meeting, Clark said whet the length of the contract. 
the country needs Is "a Clark also said he is com- 
common senseofeconomie miffed to special tax 
momentum" in all regiens: provisions for research and 
He premisedrel~.'onaleco- development proSrams 
nomic disvartty and carried-onin such regmns as 
Regional roles 
to be discussed 
Aid. Vic Jolliffe will he speaking to the K'Shiun 
Business and Professional Women on the 19th of 
October. His subject will be "The Regional District, 
its Role .and Purple." ..... in the Terrace area he m Mr. J ou le  is wea mauw,. , ' 
knowledgeable in affairs both municipal and regional. 
W~k~,, ~te~.~a l  ~:~rr~c~ nt I~ ~k.~l~lr? J~li~:'~ 
• subject is most timely. " ' " 
Anyone interested in attending this meeting is most 
welcome. Dinner at Gim's at 6:30, with Mr. Jolliffe 
~ phat 7:30. If you wish further information 
one 635-2425 durin~ business he ,urs., 
Tighten belts 
to aid future 
TORONTO (CP) - - -  The 
Sunday Star quotes Prime 
Minister Trudeau as saying 
that if people want long: 
term prosperity they will 
have to .toughen up and show 
restraint. 
. "An~l if they. don't 
ulseimine themselves w~ 
will iliscinllne them," the 
t;anadians are a Olt SOIt 
and must realize there are 
11o pec4~t.rec~es ilafi .b~)x 
.~aLwm ¢.ure t;Imaa.a s twm 
ills Of high unemp~o.ymem 
and furl.alien, The nunuay 
Star quotes "tTuaeau. 
'rru~eau was commenting 
in an exclusive interview in' 
The Sunday Star, making its 
first appearance on me 
streets, in an Ottawa story 
by_reporter Val Sea~. . 
• t'ne. prime m~nister, is 
_quotea s saying t;anamans 
have to be told they are sore 
"When the dollar falls "10 
~e~ cent in a year, it's 
ause the worldis telling 
us we're living beyond our 
means." 
'lYudeau also said he is 
dedicated to the defeat of 
the Parti Quebecois 
government and is out to get 
seriously." 
There was no explanation WORRIED BY TREND 
why thatsection of the text But "perhaps the most 
Spending won't 
cure separatism 
.MONTRFt.nalL. (CP) --  
economy through massive 
spending. 
Claretien said Sunday in 
an interview on CFCF radio 
that there is not much room 
for manoeuvering in trying 
to improve the economy. 
"We should not kid our- 
selves. I don't believe we 
will cure the problem by 
spending a lot o|money, be- 
cause it eould feed inflation. 
"One should not expect 
miracles," the finance 
minister said. 
"I don't think we can solve 
this problem just by 
creating artificial em- 
ployment." 
Quebec Premier Rene 
Levesque, "as I suppose he 
is out to get me." 
The Sunday Star also 
quotes him as saying a 
prime minister gets a bit 
stale after nearly lO years in 
office, but as long as the 
political and econeinic hal- 
lenges are as stimulating as 
they now are, he will stay 
around to tackle them. • 
:~ . :  ( . , i , . ;~ .~ ,~:,-.. there, urn, that many rap 
: nr~cnos... . . .  . ,  . .. 
Commissmn a " 
threat to gov't 
Asked if be contemplated 
any new approaches to 
removal of anti-inflation 
controls t~t  m.a~ be. more 
_agrseame to nauunm labor 
leaders, the finance min- 
ister said: "I don't think 
EDMONTON (CP) -- The 
Alberta branch of the 
federal Social Credit party 
has decided to express to 
Prime Minister Trudeau its 
concern about a New York- 
based organization called 
the Trilateral Commission, 
delegates to the Alberta 
~ rty convention were told turday. 
The convention was told 
the head of the commission, 
David Rockefeller, outlined 
on a CBC program Oct. 9 the 
aims of the intemationally- 
financed group. The eom- 
missien had stated its in- 
tention ef rel~lacing national 
identities wflh a cartel of 
industry executives and 
financiers from major 
countries. 
The party executive was 
instructed to draft a letter to 
Trudeau stating the Social 
Credit's opposition to the 
alms of the Rockefeller 
organization. 
The letter said the com- 
mission is a threat to self- 
governing democracies. 
In other business, 
delejgates called on Finance 
Minister Jean Chretian to 
investigate the Canada 
Pension Fund. The meeting 
was told it appears the plan 
will run out of money 
because funds are being 
spent faster then they are 
coliected. 
Chalaza 
That thick, white cord-like 
material located on opposite 
sides of the yolk is called the 
chalaza nd is a normal part 
of the egg. It holds the yolk 
in place in the white. 
Former minister 
now Liberal chief 
m R o  we, who resigned_from e tegmtature in twa m 
pursue his stud.i.es anti 
resume a law practice, sam 
he was undecided about 
whether he would run in a 
possible byele~tion. 
One of the 51 legislature 
seats was left vacant in June 
when Smallwood resigned 
his Twillingate riding. 
Rowe, married and the 
.father of two, was first 
elected to the heuse in 1966 
and later became minister 
c mmu "ty ~feve~pme/~. and ,social 
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP) - -  
Wwllliam P, qwe, a 35-year-old 
]ter wno once was a 
cabinet minister, won the 
• leadership of the 
lqwu ad  l an  d LI 
Party.. Sat.urday. nigh t~ 
ueteaung incumnenc ,,:u 
Roberts 439 to 376 on the 
fourth ballot at a convention 
here. 
' Roberts, who took over 
the party in 1972 after the 
resignation ef former 
/ premier Joey Smallwoed,. 
was ahead of all ether 
candidates in the first three 
ballots. 
REGIONAL DISTRIOT OF KITIMAT-STIKINE 
NOTIOE OF ELEOTION 
. theu lk le lmat  NO#-~. k~. .  le Averlue,.Terrtme, B: .C .  on  tt~, i i~r~ ~=f~:~r, lZg" = me now o¢ ten 0 CI=K In me 
~ for Ihelxrlx~o~ emc~mg I~mms~o .rel~'m~m.. emas 
111e mocle of nominaUm of cal~lc~tes l~all beas m~lo~: 
mlnllnMIon paper M~II be dellver~ Io ~e Re l t~l~ ca" aT y.ll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
",'Wnl~i~t Act", and mall stm tm name, rmL .o~r~e " _n~ ~a~.__..~n___~__m~_ _~,,, .,?.,,,~.~,:_, 
,suSie rnfftlerleifosufflcleldlY IOantllySUm canmo~e, lnen~nmmnl~l~r  m-re, u~w~r ,mm ,u 
by the condklete. 
In lheevant of .  poll bel~ necessuY, soch I:Oll will be°l°emd sl: 
Arm A: ,( 
Alice Mm-KIt~ult; mass Camp; A ly~;  ~ l l l e ;  Klni:~lth; Canyan CIly; N~ladln. 
KlspI0x; 
Vlll~ge; Skmna Q'=slng; M0rlcetmm; Cedarvme; ~an vo~,  
,q la C' ' . ' 
Usk; Kit nv~ Indian Vlllage; Kemmo; H~rt/,ey Bay; KIm/u; Romv, mcl; "rnm~lll Elbn~ntary 
Sd~;  a m  M/~let Scrub, Lakelse , 
,Alia O: ~' 
Isk~; Telegral~ O'eek; Bob Quinn. 
Ar~ E: 
llwnhlll EIimmlary Sch~; Clm'ence Ml~tel School. 
Onthe 191h aayof Hovlfr~er, IW7, belv.eel~the, houfllo~ 6:O0.,nt end 9:00 p,m, OnWIllch evlrY Persm Islm'eby req~red 
to t.ke noflo~ m~l gov~ htnlel!...acc~ll~l#', . . . . . . .  • ' 
GIvIn glM~ nty h~d I~ Tef fa~ Inll 4nt MY ~ °c~r~ Iyl/ '  
Lu~ W=a 
RETURNING OFFICER I 
If lal~or dqeaq't agree o]I 
Ul& v , 
will be the respqnsibllity o i  
8ovemm~t .to d.ect~le ,h--°w 
we Ilet out ot controm. 
D~ring the interview, 
Chrette..n a l~ m.l.~ted_ the. 
sug~esuon mat me ram 
~]~co is  government was 
gaining ground in its fight 
for independence. 
"If (Premier Rene) 
Levesque is so good, just ask 
him why he won't ~ that 
one ~uestion, a very simple 
.quosnon, oo you want 
5ecome an independent 
country and no lon~er a 
province of Canada--just a 
simple question like 
• that;..that ~ople can un- 
derstand," he said. "And 
then let's wait for the score. 
"I think he is fighting a 
losing battle." 
THE ] 
I.AIELLE MEDICAL OENTRE 
is pleased to 
ANNOIJNOE i~ 
that [ I  
,Dr. Oatherine Rielkoff 
r is joining their staff 
• Oct. 17, 1977 
in place of H 
Dr. R. Morgan 
who has left Terrace ................ Dis.lr~!ct ........................... ~__:__~ 
m ,  
!t b ;:i 
f 
' , '% 
• fl,:~ 
Mrs. C. Lever of 4634' Scott Ave. was the lucky winner of Overwaitea's shopping spree 
contest which featured standard brand products. Assisted by her husband, who pushed the 
M;:nL::?r gathered S264.34 in fruit, vegetables, meat and household products in only ~ C~ 
. ~ L A I  Jacques, assistant store manager, acted as timekeeper. 
(( verwa=te.a .,,,,,. 
V Q g N V g Terrace, B,I). 
A GntATOIOK:= 
This year, Canada Savings Bonds 
' offer you a great choice. There's anew 
Regular Interest Bond that pays 
interest each year. 'And a new 
Compound Interest Bond that 
re-invests your interest automatically, 
earning interest on your interest. 
$AFI:'rY, INSTMqT CASH AND 
A GOOD RETURN 
Both new bonds i'etain the great 
features that have helped to make 
Cariada Savings Bonds the favourite 
investment for millions of Canadians 
over the past 31 years. They're asafe, 
secure investment. They're instant 
cash anytime. And they earn good 
interest~ year after year. 
New Canada Savings Bonds are 
dated November 1, 1977 and yield an 
average annual interest of 8.06% 
when held to maturity in 1986. Each 
new bond begins with 7% interest the 
first year and earns 8.25% interest for 
each of the remaining 8 ¥~i's. 
REGULAR INTEREST I~ND 
If you want a regular ann~jjl income 
from your investment, you'll like the 
new Regular Interest Bond •which 
pays interest automatically each Nov. 
1st. You have the choice of receiving 
c~OUr interest either by cheque or by 
irect deposit into your chequing or 
savings account. This new direct 
deposit feature is an added 
convenience for you. 
You can buy the Regular Interest 
Bond for cash wherever you bank or 
invest in denominations of $300, 
$500, $1,000 and $5,000. 
SAV! 
DS 
. . . .;" Ic; '. 
:" [ /3 ,:+A; :.., 
. r~ , - t ' ,  a "l I 
COMPOUND INTEREST BOND 
If you seek savings growth, or 
an i nvestn le r t t  fo r  the future, or a 
retirement fund, you'll claoosc the 
new Compound Interest Bond. After 
the first year you will cam interest 
on your interest, at the annual rate of 
8.06%. Interest on this bond is left re 
acctmmlate and is payable only uptna 
redemption orat maturity, tlcrc's 
how the value of a $100 bL nod grows: 
N,w. 1 Villut' Nov. I Value N,,~. I Vidut, 
1978 5107.00 1'181 $1H.O ~, 1'~4 ~,171.77 
1979 $115.SI 1082 $1.I1,.70 19S5 5185.,'q 
1980 5125.~4 198"~ $15S.7S I'J~¢~ $200:~7 
The Ctmlpouvid Interest Bond tnay be 
purchased for cash or on the 
c(,~venient Monthly Savings Plan 
wherever yell bank or invest. It is 
available in dcnimfinatit,ns oJ'$100, 
$300, $500, $ I,O00 and $5,000. 
THE CHOICE IS YOURS 
As you can sec, new Cimada Savings 
Bonds offer yt,u ;i great choice ~ the" 
Regular lntercst Bt,nd and the 
Compound Interest Bond. Both new 
bonds are (in sale ntlw up to a 
combined total purchase limit of 
$15,000. They have been specifically 
de,signed to meet y~ ~tlr savila~/s ~olds. 
Ch~ose thc cmc that's right fl,r yt~u. 
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Conserving wor , s 
Proceedings ofrecent conferences on energy and oil spills 
could well be tendered as evidence before the Thompson 
inquiry into the feasibility of an oil port on Canada's west 
coast. 
The first conference, a symposium on off spills which 
attracted the world's top scientists, hun put a perspective on 
spills that should help end the hysteria that surrounds them. 
The sym~.osknn showed that shorelines devastated by 
major spills recover in about en years, pretty much on 
then" own. Further, other human activities are more harm- 
ful. The Great Lakes may take 1,000 years to recover from 
oxygen depletion caused by industrial effluents. 
But ten years is a long time in the lives of people li ing by 
the sea, a Dalhousie biologist noted in summing tp the 
symposium. An indication that oil spills aren'tpure 
ecological suicide is no excuse for not tightening federal 
regulations governing off tanker traffic in Canadian waters 
and providing for better spill containment methods to en- 
sure fiascos like the recent spill near Steveston aren't 
repeated. 
uut demanding action from the federal government isn't 
good enough. A second conference sponsored by the United 
Nations, paints the accusing finger squarely at the in- 
dividual when it comes to dealing with the world energy 
shortage. 
Canadians are among the most wantoful users of energy 
in the world our representatives at the Ottawa conference 
learned. Together, European and North American coun- 
tries, about 25 per cent of the world's population, use 75 per 
cent of the world's energy. 
But a government wishing to cut down the rate we 
squander our resources can do little more than imvose 
pen.al, ties on hi.'gh enemy c.ous.umption...Cousidering the high 
political risk invotvee m this type o, acuon, our government 
with an election looming, is unlikely to i~npase new 
penalties or increase those already in force. 
The answer, as usual, must come from the people. That 
means being more energy conscious all the time, realizing 
that your own thrifty savings may be undermined by more 
wasteful citizens. 
B ut people are already beginningto adopt he conserver 
society, methods recently called forby the national research 
couaeil: B.C. Hydro announced this weekend that it is 
delaying for a year its decision on whether to go ahead with 
the Hat Creek coal project, as a result of changes in the 
growth of demand for electric power. 
Pipeline companies bringing Alaska natural gas to the 
lower 48 states are beginning to worry publicly that they 
might not be able to sell their gas. 
The fact that slight drops in the growth rates with 
demands for electrical power and gas can so quickly affect 
the policies of huge companies is encouraging to en- 
Vironmentalists. Whether the impetus to conserve comes 
from taxation penalties or a growing awareness of the 
world's finite resources doesn't matter fight now; the fact 
is that it seems to be working. 
If this trend applies to oil consumption as well, the longer 
the Kitimat pipeline proposal is delayed the slimmer its 
chances are of succeeding. 
Indications that individuals are beginning to conserve 
energy is relevent to the inquiry. 
Today in hzs o'y 
Oct. 17, 1977 
A radiant Queen Elizabeth 
arrived with Prince Philip 
at Washington 20 years ago 
today- - in  1957--after 
visiting Canada. The Queen 
told President Eisenhower 
that she came as the Queen 
of Canada, and offered 
"warm greetings of a 
friendly neighbor and 
staunch ally." A crowd of 
about one million lined 
streets in the rain to see the 
royal couple. 
1346--The Englisl~ 
defeated the Scots at 
Neville's Cross. 
1849--Frederick Chopin, 
Polish composer, was born. 
1855--England's Si~ 
Henry Bessemer patented 
his process for making iron 
and steel. 
1917--Western Australia 
became connected to the 
other states by railway. 
1951--Britain rushed troop 
reinforcements to the Suez 
Canal zone. 
@1077 Ua~e~l  , le ts  S , .d l¢o '  
"Okay, I'm coming out now. Close your eyed" 
LENINGRAD, U.S.S.R. (AP) -- 
The Soviet Union is pouring scien- 
tific resources into the fight against 
influenza, a disease it has long 
classified as a major public health 
and economic problem. 
Soviet specialists, many of them 
based in Leningrad, are reporting 
successes with new flu vaccines and 
with an earlywarning system to 
contain epidemics. The corn 
puterized warning system predicts 
where flu will break out and 
suggests school and factory closings 
to keep the disease from spreading. 
One Soviet specialist contend that 
their flu prevention and treatment 
are better organized than anywhere 
else in the world. Western experts 
agree that Soviet scientistshave 
made substantial contributions in 
some areas of flu research, par- 
ticularly vaccines. 
With every flu epidemic estimated 
to cost the state-run economy bet- 
ween $2.5billion and $Sbillion, the 
government has devoted larg~ 
resources to combating the illness. 
IMMUNIZE 40 MILLION 
Three Leningrad scientific in- 
stitutes recently finished devel- 
opment of a new vaccine based on 
'% . .  : :  
dead flu virusesthat willbe used for 
the first time this winter on some 
500,000 Leningrad citizens. Western 
sources ay Soviet doctors are ex- 
pected to immunzze 40 million other 
citizens this year with older forms of 
vaccine based on live viruses. 
The Russians have had mass flu 
immtmizationprograms for years, 
while the first North American mass 
program came only last yeas 
against the socalled swine flu. 
Western medical men .have 
generall~ been satisfied with im- 
munization of such high-risk groups 
as children and the elderly. 
In addition to immunizatior 
programs, the Russians have been 
active in building equipment o 
produce vaccines. At Lenin~rad's 
Pasteur Institute of Epidennology 
and Microbiology scienUst~ 
displayed a new transparent column 
filled with porous glass material. 
The patented column is designed 
to produce potent anti-flu vaccine 
faster than a more traditional 
method that uses centrifug~ 
equipment. After further tests, the 
Russians hope to sell thei~ 
development to foreign laboratories. 
The Soviet Union's earlywarning 
system to contain flu epidemics is 
centred at another Leningra( 
facility, the U.S.S.R. Influenz 
Research Institute. 
PREDICTS SPREAD 
There, scientists use a math- 
ematical model that predicts when a 
virus that springs up anywhere in 
the Soviet Union will spread to other 
cities. Data on the appearance of 
new viruses come from 84 "anti-flu 
outposts" scattered around th 
country. 
As for public immunizatior 
programs, Western and Sovie 
experts agree {hat he Soviet Union 
is an easier country in which to 
arrange such programs in than 
Western countries. The Soviet Union 
has both a centralized health system 
and a rigid organization of most of 
the poilu|arian into easily identified 
collectives. 
'Public information and immu- 
nizatlun campaigns can be or- 
ganized through these collectives 
with the assurance that few citizens 
will be missed. With the normal 
recuperation time from flu in the 
Soviet Union about three weeks, 
many Soviet enterprises are eager 
to help campaigns to protect heir 
employees. 
View of the northern sky silhouettes these workers on top of a nearly-completed high rise near Little Park. 
Ouch/ 
We spend most of our lives avoiding pain 
LONDON, Ont. (CP) -- Most 
people cringe at the mere mention of 
pain. Many will say they are not 
really worried about the way they 
die as long as it is quick--and 
painless. 
Some will get their wish but many 
will not. 
Dr. Harold Mersky, a University 
of Western Ontario researcher and 
author of the section on pain in the 
15th edition of the Encyclopedia 
Britannica, said in an interview that 
all of us will experience pain of var- 
ying degree during our lives, but 
fewer suffer chronic, intractable 
pare. 
It is this chronic pain, said Mer- 
sky, that poses the greatest anguish 
for sufferers and frustration for 
those who must treat them. 
He said a great deal is known 
about he underlying physiology of 
pain but much still remains to be 
unravelled. 
"There's uncertainty about the 
exact mechanisms which set up 
pain. We know that if you damage 
yourself, which breaks the surface 
or causes cells to degenerate, you're 
liable to pain because nerve ter- 
minals have been stimulated." 
MAY BE PSYCHOLOGICAL 
Pain can come from physical 
illness, it can be psychological or it 
can come from a combination of the 
two. Anxiety and depression can 
aggravate an already existin! 
physical pain. 
Whether caused by a psy- 
chological or physical mechanism, 
all pain is real to the sufferer. 
Mersky, director of psychiatric 
education and research in thl 
faculty of medicine at Western, said 
there is some evidence that the 
threshold of complaining about pain 
increases if a person has a physical 
cause for pain elsewhere in his body. 
If you are anxious you are more 
likely to have a large amount of pain 
relative to the stimulus than if you 
are calm and relaxed. For instance, 
a soldier whose attention is on the 
battle at hand may not feel pain 
from a severe wound until after the 
battle is over. 
STIMULATED BY FEAR 
• Mersky speculates that this may 
be the result of a "biological ad- 
vantage" man has to get out of a 
dangerous situation. He does what is 
needed to get but of his predicament 
by either overcoming the enemy--in 
this case pain--or running away 
from it. 
There is also evidence to su~g~t 
that the severity of the pare is 
related to the severity of the 
situation in which it occurs. 
It is known, said Mersky, thafif a 
patient's fears and anxieties are 
alleviated before an operation, he 
needs less painkilling medication 
afterward. 
It has also been shown that people 
suffer more pain during ex. 
periments when they feel they don't 
have any control over theil 
situation. 
There are rare individuals who 
apparently ~mt  experience pain. 
Mersky one|[~'eatod a bright little 
girl who had I~mzn off the end of her 
tongue, nibblq][away the end of her 
little finger ~suf fe red  burns from 
rubbing agam'~ hot-water pipes. 
SUFFER SAME DAMAGE 
Her injuries were by no means 
deliberate. She simply could not 
experience pain. The danger with 
such individuals, he said, is that they 
tend to do dramatic things to im- 
press their peers, such as jumping 
from great heights. 
"They know they can do it without 
being hurt and have less fear than 
perhaps they should have." 
While these people may not feel 
pain they are still damaged like 
anyone lse. 
A surprising amount of pain is 
caused b~ the emotions, saic 
Mersky. It i~ estimated that between 
30 and 40 lZ[r cent of patients going 
into doctors ~ offices with problems 
of pain have no physical basis fo- 
the,r complaints." 
Their problem is often associated 
with anxiety and depression. 
Many amputees uffer from a 
phenomenon called phantom limb 
pain which occurs after a diseased 
llmb has been surgically removed. 
Even though the lfmb is removed, 
the patient still has the whole brain 
framework related to the experience 
of that limb. Taking away the limb 
does not remove the mechanism and 
there can be continued pain. 
LIMB USED LESS 
However, when a limb gradually 
becomes less useful before it ~is 
removed; phantom limb feelings 
may net occur. For instance, a 
woman who has a breast removed 
before menopause may experience 
the sensation of phantom pare. Yet if 
it is done after menopause, she may 
not. 
Widle much can be done for pain 
today, doctors still see pain that 
cannot be totally relieved, said 
Mersky. 
Carefully used, straight anal- 
gesics such as aspirin are often 
helpful. 
Psychiatric drugs such as 
chlorpromazine have an effect on 
parts of the mid-brain, which relates 
to the activity of areas connected to 
the arousal system and can relieve 
pain related to some nerve diseases. 
Mersky specializes in looking at 
psychiatric ]problems which may be 
making pmn worse. He said he 
doubts there is much benefit from 
hypnosis in relieving such pain. 
"There are some people whose 
pain is due wholly to psychological 
causes." 
Dealing with such problems is 
sometimes both costly and frus- 
trating. 
Tension headaches associatec 
with anxiety and depression are 
common complaints in doctors' 
offices and back pain, especially low 
back pain, is also common. 
The person in chronic pain is 
under an increased burden emo- 
tionally because, for one thing, 
others often get tired of listening to 
the complaints and the sufferer 
begins to feel nobody is interested. 
Aside from whatever can be done 
medically, Mersky advises activity 
and distraction for victims of pain. 
[VOICE OF RK4DEe81 
Sorry treatment 
It's distrubing to hear the 
negative response that some 
people are showing towards 
the Red's Hockey Team in 
Terrace. 
Red L'Estange, a long 
time resident of Terrace, 
has put a lot of time, effort 
and money into having a 
hockey team to represent 
Terrace in the Northwest 
League. This team consists 
of mostly locoal .bo~/s who 
have worked then" way 
through Minor Hockey in 
Terrace. For the first time 
people in Terrace can go out 
andsee local talent playing 
hockey, in the league. 
Why then are some l~ee~Pte 
giving the team anu ~ea 
such a hard time getting 
started. On Saturday 
evening when .the first 
exhibition game of the 
season was played, to about 
450 funs, they could not have 
the local boys introduced as 
the P.A. system did not 
work. The light s in the time 
clock were hapf burnt out, 
so you could not read the 
time. This is only the start 
of the season after the arena 
has been shut down for 
maintenance for quite a few 
months. 
It is also distressing to see 
lVlinor Hockey take such. a 
negative view towaras me 
boys ha have chosen to try 
out for thet cam. The boys 
are being made to suffer 
because they hqve desided 
to try and play another levd 
of hockey. Isn't the object 
behind Minor Hockey to try 
and help the boys become 
hockey players? Or is it 
only for coaches making 
these decisions hould Or 
is it only for coach~ to have 
winningteam and inflate 
their own 7. 
Maybe peop le  making 
decisions liould take a look 
at the reason for making 
them and if it's not the 
benefit of the boys then why 
is it? I'd like to see the 
whole town get behind the 
Red' and other people who 
are working with these 
young boys and support 
them instead of fighting 
them every step of theway. 
These boys are very hard at 
the t~.  of recreation they 
feel ~s important o them. 
We are parents of two of 
the boys on the team and 
also have been supporters of
Minor Hockey since it began 
in Terrace. 
Ted and Lil Farkvam 
Campagnolo 
As many of you know, highway signs are being changed 
from miles per hour to kilometersper hour. Car owners 
who are about o change their sp~dometers f om miles to 
kilometres are advised to "proceed with caution". 
The federal department of Consumer and Corporate 
Affairs advises that the best and simplest conversion 
method is the use of the transparent umber stickers placed 
on the glass or plastic over of the speedometer. It isbest ff 
the new numbers are of a constrasting colenr to those 
already on the face of the speeometer and they should be 
visible for night driving. 
As many of you know, it is an offense under the Weights 
and Measures Act to alter or adjust he odometer of any 
car. There could be legal preblems ifyou attempt to adjust 
you odometer s0.that iVrads in kilom~tei~Io~ple~b~very 
careful before purchasing: dO-it-yo~rseif :conversi~ ldtsi, ~ 
which involve replacement of the odometer dial. If yb/s aro ~': 
not sure of the procedure, please consult and expert. 
In attempt to bring the unemplyment i surance services 
closer to those who need it, I an please to advise you that 
unemployment clients living in the area served by the 
Smither Canada Manpower Centre will haee their claim 
files transferred from Prince George to: 
Canada Employment Centre 
4630 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, British Columbia. 
Those of you who are claimants and who live in the 
following areas will be affected by this move: 
Babine- VoJ IB0 
Granisle- V0J 1W0 
Hazelton- V0J 1Y0 
Houston- V0J 1Z0 
Kitwanga- V0J 2A0 
New Hazelton- V0J 2J0 
Smithers- V0J 2N0 
Telkwa- V0J 2X0 
Topley- V0J 2Y0 
This arrangement is part of the federal government's 
plan to create a broadened federal labour market service 
under the new name "Canada Employment Centre". It is 
part of the newly created Canada Employment and Im- 
migration Commission. 
• If you have any inquirese, feel free to telephone the 
Canada Employment Centre in Terrace at 635-7134. 
No doubt many of you have heard or read advertisements 
for a new Canadian youth program-called Katimavik, 
which started this summer: 
The program runs for ten months, and involves 1000 
young people between the ages of 17 and 22 from all parts of 
me country. 
Throughout the fall and winter months Katimavik teams 
will tackle a variety of work projects in some 30 com- 
mun!ties across the land. These projects have been 
aevelopaa nu prepare,/ in co-operation with the host 
communitites and many government agencies and  
departments. Projects chosen will be ussful to the cam: 
munities as well as being education to the young people 
involved. Most projects involve hard physical work- 
environmental clean-up~ parks rehabtliation; assistance to 
the handicapped; flood and erosion control;forest fire 
prevention and preparation offire breaks, farm works and 
reforestation. 
Katimavik organizes the 1000 youths in teams of 30. Each 
team will have three month projects over the coming year, 
with each project in a different region of the country, the 
West, Cenfral Canada, ~and the Atlanctlc provinces. 
Throughtout the year, all those involve0 will participate 
in life and outdoor skills, such as food production and 
domestic chores, and maintain a challenging physical 
regimen. They will be given $1 a day pockey money and 
$1000 when the year is over. 
Katimavik promises to be a very exciting and challenging 
project for those chosen to take part. I t  is funded and 
supported by the Federal government and reports to the 
Minister responsible for National Defenee, Barney Damon. 
If you are interested in applying for Katimavik, you 
should do so as soon as possible by obtaining literture and 
an application form from any Canada Manpower Centre, or 
by writing to the Katimavik Secretariat, Citd du Havre, 
Montreal, Quebec, H3C 3R4. All applications hould be 
aecompalined by proof of age. 
If you have any questions or comments on these or any 
other matters, please feel free to write to me, House of 
Commons, Ottawa KIA 0X2. , 
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Passaglia saves Lions 
with winning kick 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
B r i t i sh  Columbia Lions 
continued to make the big 
play when they had to 
~athrday as they defeated 
Montreal Alouettea 18-17 in a 
battle of conference l aders 
in a Canadian Football 
League.interlocking ame ' 
before a sellout crowd of 
32,719 at Empire Stedium. 
The Lions, 10-3, won for 
the fourth time this season 
with less then two minutes 
.play as Lui. Paesa~lla 
~c~ea recordwing s~m 
field goal on a night when 
the B.C. offence couldn't 
produce a touchdown 
against the stubborn 
Alouette defence. 
"We moved the ball when 
we had to and weren't as 
bad on offence as some 
~icP le think," head coach Rapp of the Lions said 
after tlie game; "All those 
penalties made it pretty 
hard for both teams to 
score."  
A first-helf rain storm and 
penalties for 216 yards 
innied the game into a 
defensive struggle whlc~ 
ultimately was "d-ecid.ed by 
the klckers.Passagua no 
Montreal's Don Sweet. 
Passa~a didn't ~ a 
field goal attempt, while 
Sweet kicked three of his 
own, But Sweet missed a 
key 31-yard attempt which 
went for a single a t  11:07 of 
~e final qu.arter, lea.ring 
Montreal w]m a precanous 
17-15 lead. 
The Lions pinned the Als 
deep in their own end 
shortly after and Paesuglia 
came through with his 34th 
field gcal of the season, a 41- 
yarder with 1:14 left. 
"B.C. proved again that it 
has an opportunistic team," 
said head coach Mary Levy 
of Montreal. "They 
capitalized when they had 
to--they came ~ with the 
big play and we didn't." 
KEY PLAYS • 
Levy said the key series of 
plays secured in the fourth 
quarter when defensive 
back Vernon Perry of the 
Ale intercepted a pass by. 
quarterback Jerry Tagge oz 
the Lions and returned it 
about 75 .yards for an ap- 
parent ouchdown. 
Tackle Glen Weir of 
Montreal was called for 
holding on the play, 
however, as he attemp[ed to
• block Tagge at the B.C. 17 
yard line. 
Instead of having a touch- 
down, Montreal got 
possession atthe B.C 27 and 
three plays later Sweet 
missed his 31-yard field goal 
attempt. 
Jackson played the first 
half for Montreal and 
completed only three of nine 
passes for 41 yards, with one 
mterception; while Franklin 
took •over in the final half 
and completed two of nine 
passes for 24 yards. Levi 
was satisfied with 
Franklin's crambling style 
of play. 
Esks win keeps 
hopes alive 
~]~ ALAN ARBUCKLE 
GINA (CP)  - -  Ed- 
monton Eskimos gained an 
all-important two points in 
the standings Sunny with a 
33-31 Canadian Football 
League win over Sas- 
katchewan Roughriders. 
A crowd of 22,452 watched 
as Saskatchewan's Eric 
Guthrie, with two minutes 
left in the game, passed his 
way from his own 
19-yard line to a touchdown 
to make the score 33-28. 
A ~3-yard kickoff by Sas- 
katehewan's Bob Macoritti 
gave Roughriders a single 
and the score was 33-~9. 
Saskatchewan threatened 
~gualn three plays later but 
thrie coula not complete 
a pass.f .rore the Edmonton 
31-yarn une. 
Edmonton conceded two 
po~ in an effort to run out 
the clock as the game drew 
to a close. 
i Tl~e wind, gqsting to 56 ki- 
omtres per nour~ was a 
major factor in me game 
that included an injury to 
ve t e ran  
quarterback Ron Lancaster 
early in the third quarter. It 
did not appear to 5e serious. 
Eskimo linabscker Dan 
Kepley had to be carried off 
the field on a stretcher in the 
fourth quarter after a 
helmet-to:helmet meeting 
With Saskatchewan's Steve 
Molnsr. 
The win gave Edmonton a
third-place tie with 
Saskatchewan in the 
Western Football Con- 
ference. Both teams have 14 
~oints while Winnipeg Blue 
tubers have 16 and 
British Columbia Lions lead 
the West with 20. 
Ottawa shows the Queen 
a football victory 
01"FAWA (CP) -- A solid Clements scored the Ottawa 
second-half showing gave touchdowns in the first ha~L 
Ottawa Rongh,Ride~ a 36-28 Organ kicked a 17-yarn ie 
winSq~u~O~~r~,~to.~:..goal.and,,¢onv.erted, the two 
Football League game Percy Smith with a 3;- 
attended by queen Eliza- yard catch, IVflke HaLT is 
beth and 24,750 fans. With a ninevard reception 
Ottawa trailed Hamilton 
18-17 at the half but touch- 
downs by Richard Holmes 
on a two-yard run and B~ 
Ratanaka on a nine-yard 
pass plus a conve _rt and field 
goals of 45 yards and 34 
yards by Gerry Organ pro- 
Vided the winning margin. 
The start of the game was 
delayed for 10 minutes 
awazting the arrival of 
queen elizabeth. Fla~.ed 
by CFL Commissioner Jags 
Gaudaur and Prime Minis- 
ter Trudeau, she stayed 
until the teams returned to 
the field for the second half 
before leaving. 
A key plaY in the game 
was a fumble by Hamilton 
quarterback Jimmy Jones 
late in the third quarter 
when he lost the snap from 
centre and Ottawa tackle 
Mike Caines recovered on 
the Ottawa 51. Two plays 
earlier Jones bailed 
Hamilton out of trouble with 
a 49-yard pass to Mike 
Harris. 
Ottawa led 26-21 at the 
time and if Hamilton had 
been able to keep the drive 
going it might have been a 
close finish. 
Tony Gabriel with a 28- 
yard reception of a pass 
from quarterback Tom 
Clements and Vary Kuzyk 
on a 14 pass and run from 
Listed 
Here  ! 
If you wish your Business 
and Doyle Orange on a nine- 
yard pass, all from Jones, 
scored the Hamilton touch- 
downs. Nick Jambrosic 
kicked field goals of 40 yards 
'and 31 yards and a 36.yard 
single plus three converts 
rounded out the Hamilton 
scor" .117~, 
Argo turnovers 
win for Bombers 
TORONTO (CP) - -  
Winn ipeg  Blue Bombers 
took advantage ofa rash of 
Toronto turnovers to beat 
the Argonauts 29-10 in 
Canadian Football League 
play Sunday, 
A ene-yard scoring run by 
Jim Washington and two 
passes from quarterback 
Ralph Brock to wide 
receiver Gord Paterson 
produced Winnipeg touch- 
downs, all of which came 
after the Bombers were set 
up by Argo miscues. 
Linebacker Bob Too~ood 
closed off the winmpeg 
scoring, returning an m- 
terceptiun 21 yarns tor 
another TD in the final 
minute of play. 
Kicker Bernie Ruoff 
booted three converts and a 
sin~e for the Bombers. 
Linebacker Richard Lewis 
got the lone Toronto TD 
when he recovered a 
blocked punt in the Win- 
nipe~ end zone in the fourth 
quarter. 
Kicker Zenon An- 
drusyshyn added the ~:on- 
vert to go with an earlier 44- 
yard field goal. 
The win, before a crowd of 
49,242, brought Winnipeg's 
record to 8-6 in the Western 
Conference, keeping them 
four points behind the 
leading British Columbia 
Lions. Argos, 6-7, remained 
in a second-place tie with 
Ottawa Rough Riders in the 
East. 
ROYAL BAN K 
ERRATUM 
rhe Royal Bank ad- 
vertisement which' appeared 
October 4th sho~ved the cost of 
a 87,$00 loan over 36 months as ! 
Sl,278.60. This was a tran- 
sposition error and should 
have read 81,725.60. 
Leo 
Royal Bank 
New Business's 
Not listed in our 
B,O, Tel Directory. 
E. MARR DISTRIBUTORS LTD. - 638.1761 
MARR'S BOOKKEEPING & 
ACCOUNTING- 638.1761 
K & J AUTOMOTIVES - 638-8484 
VILLAGE MEATS " 638-1765 
TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES - 635.4227 
ALL-WEST GLASS - 638.1166 
Free for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY HERALD 
Please Call 636.6367 
Phone listed for your customers 
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Facing elimination 
Dodgers stay in series with 10-4  win 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- 
Steve Yeager and Rnggie 
Smith walloped home runs 
to spark a 13-hit Los Angeles 
attack and the Dodgers, 
facing elimination, coasted 
to a 10-4 romp over New 
York Yankees on Sunday to 
stay alive in the 1977 World 
Series. 
The victory left the 
Dodgers trailin~ in the 
Series throe victones to two, 
with the sixth game 
scheduled back in NewYork 
on Tuesday night. 
A seventh game, if 
needed, would be played 
Wednesday night at Yankee 
Stadium. 
The Dodgers, playing for 
their lives, came out 
swingin~ and put the game 
away w~th a burst of nine 
runs in the middle throe 
innings. Yeager drove in 
four of them. 
Yeager's homer, his 
second o f  the Series, 
delivered three runs in a 
four-run Dodgers fourth. He 
knocked in ano~er with a 
sacrifice fly in the fifth as 
Los Angeles chased 
Yankees tarter Don Gullett 
with three more runs. 
Then, in the sixth, Smith 
supplied two more Dodgers 
runs with his fourth career 
Series homer. 
Dodgers starter Don 
Sutton scattered nine hits, 
i ev  
eighth-inning home runs by 
Thurman Munson and 
Reggie Jackson, to take the 
victory. 
HAD 10-0 LEAD 
By the time the Yankees 
scored against Sutton, the 
Dodgers had a 10-0 lead and 
were planning for the trans- 
continental flight back to 
New York. 
This game was no contest 
from the very start. Los 
Angeles leadoff man Dave 
Lopes begun the game with 
a booming triple'off Gullett. 
The ball glanced off the top 
of the bullpen fence in me 
left field, missinga home 
run by perhaps ix inches. 
Bill Russell brought Lopes 
home immediately with a 
single to left and Los 
Angeles had a lead for the 
first time since Game Two, 
the only other Series contest 
the Dodgers had won. 
It stayed I-0 until the 
fourth, with Sutton coasting 
and Gullett struggling. The 
Dodgers rightlianded sel 
down 10 consecutive New 
York hitters while the 
Y 
continually fell behind on 
the count. 
It seemed only a matter of 
time before the home team 
would catch up with Gullett. 
And in the fourth, they did. 
Ron C, ey, leading off, seut 
left fielder Lou Piniella to 
the fence for his long fly 
ball. But Steve Garvey 
followed with a double to the 
right-centre field fence on a 
3-2 pitch from Gullett. ' 
SINGLED TO LEFT 
Dusty Baker, who had 
three hits in the game, 
singled to left to score 
Garvey and when Piniella 
fumbled the hall for an 
error, Baker reached 
second. 
It was the first error com- 
mitted in the Series by the 
Yankees, and it was an 
ominous ign for New York. 
A moment later, Gra~ 
Net t les -  New York's 
usually surehended third 
baseman -- booted Lee 
Lacy's grounder and the 
odgers had two men on 
That brought up Yeager 
and with the count 2-1, the 
strapping Dodgers catcher 
sent a shot into the lower 
seats in left field for a three- 
run homer to make it 5-0. 
The Dodger Stadium 
crowd of 55,~55 roared its 
approval as Yeager trotted 
home. Twice Yeager had to 
come out of the dugout and 
~p his hat, acknowledging 
the cheers. 
The 5-0 lead seemed 
comfortable, but the 
Dodgers weren't finished 
yet. 
Smith led off the fifth with 
a walk, and after Cey ]/ned 
out, Gurvey singled to right. 
That finished ~ullett, who 
threw 99 pitches in only 4 1-3 
"~n ~lay, who had worked 
three hiflees innings of relief 
in the second game, 
replaced Gullett. But he had 
lithe more success than the 
New York starter. 
Baker drilled a single to 
deep shortstop, scoring 
Smith, and Lacy foUowed 
with another hit, scoring 
Garvey. Thst made it 7-0, 
and when Yeager followed 
with a sacrifice flYi the 
Dodgers had another run. 
In the sixth, Dick Tidrow 
took over on the mound for 
New York and with one out, 
Russell singled and trotted 
home on Smith's homer. It 
was the fourth career Series 
homer for the Dodgers 
outfielder, who tagged two 
for Boston in the 1967 Series.. 
Now the Dodgers lead was 
10.0 and through six innings, 
Sutton had allowed just 
three hits. 
in the seventh, singles by 
Jackson and Chambllss and 
a double by Graig Nettles 
helped New York to two 
runs. An inning later, the 
consecutive liomers by 
Munscn and Jackson added 
two runs. 
But the Dodgers' cushion 
simply was too much to 
overcome and the Yankees 
admitted as much when 
Catfish Hunter, shelled in 
the second game, was 
brought in to mop up. 
The two homersgave Los 
Angeles eight for the Series, 
the most for any team s~ee 
Baltimore hit 10 in 1970. The 
last National League team 
to hit eight was Milwaukee 
Braves in 1957. 
The NL record of nine was 
set by the Brooklyn Dodgers 
in 1955, the year they won 
their first world cham- 
• pionship. 
NHL Roundup | ! 
:!i 
Canuck's choice pays off 
By THE CANADIAN collected five points, goalie Wayne Thomas. The 
PRESS Chicago Black Hawks got former Canadiens net- 
Jere Gillis, Vancouver's two goals from defenceman minder, who was traded to 
No. 1 pick in the National Phil Russel while salvaging Toronto two years ago, was i 
Hockey League amateur a tie with Colorado Rockies, ripped for 16 shots in the , :  
draft last June, didn't take and Los Angeles Kings beat opening period as Monlreal , , ,~ 
Detroit Red Wings 4-2. opened a 2-0 lead and added i! 
Vancouver 5 Minnesota 3 t~ree more on 11 shots in the 7 1  
long to start paying ' 
dividends. 
The former Quebec Major Chris Oddleifson's goal at second session. , , ,~ ~" - "  ~ " ' ' ~  ~ - '~ i~: '~~ . ,~ i i !  i
Junior Hockey League star the 12:40mark of the first Rick Chartraw, Yvon ~ i ~:,.~.i 
with Sherbrooke Beavers period put the Canucks 
scored his first NHL goal ahead to stay. It was an Cournoyer and Doug Risebrough added to ....... : : .... Saturday night, turning the uphill battle for Vancouver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~*~*''*~'~ 
Canuc" f°r'nes a'und as f'°m the °pening whtstie Th°m" s w's ~ "~ / ~ .  ! I~ .~.  ~Ii ~ 
they rebounded from a 2-0 after Roland Eriksson and Cleveland 4 Washington 2 ~ ':i. 
deficit foraS-3victory over Tim Young had put the Fred Ahsam scored the 
Minnesota North Stars. NSrth Stars up two goals, winner at Richfield, Ohio, ~ i~: :  ' i~i~ ~ .~ ~i i .~ i :  ~: 
Taken fourth in the over- Gillis, less than a minute early in the third period, "~ i : . i~  ~ ~ % . . . ~  
all draft, the six-foot-one, after Young's score, giving the Barons a 3-1 lead .~ .  ~/:iii~ .~ " !~ 
195-potmd left-winger didn't llilliard Graves, Don Lever and Dave Gardiner added ~ ~ ~::i 
pickup another pointin the and Ron Sedbauer also insurance into an open ~ ~:~ ~ . . . .  ": 
game, but his initial effort connected for Vancouver, Washington et in the final 
wasenough togive his team- Nick Beverly hitting the minute of play. _ . ~  
mates a lift. final Minnesota goal late ~ i~!~ 
They went on to score five ame. " Ralph Klassen, with the f straight goals before the Buffalo 5 Toronto 2 Barons short-handed, and - - - - - - -  North Stars could reply. Edwards got away to a rookie Kris Manery's first :.. E shakey start, allowing Pat NHL goal, also connected [::!,~ . . . .  . 
got a superb Boutette's third goal in two for Cleveland, Manery'~ ~: i ' ' " " :1 : " ~ " . : "  I : .. :~ :~ " ' 
from rookie games to get by him in the breaking a I-I firstperied ~ ' :~':" :. 
goaltender Don Edwards first period. But he deadlock. . " :** ' : ' :  i 
and veteran Gilbert recovered to stop. 39 of 41 Suppose there was sn open house and nobody came? owned rlnk but word got ar0.und.: amugst,: ~b  .. ~:.*~. 
Perreault, centering the Toronto shots in the contest Bob Sirois and Walt revitalized French Con- while the French Connection McKechnie tallied for That's what happened at the Terrace Curling Rink members /~at Ice ~wasn't ready~ MItchtll Kobn~(.'.:i,ii' worked aU weekend to prepare ,,f~l, anoth'er tri~il . . . .  nection with wingers Rune led the Sabre offence. Washington. Friday night. The club, anxious fer new members, hoped to open their season by showing off the club. opening Monday night, 
Robert and Rick Martin, Perreault and Martin NY Islanders 3 Boston 1 
showed he's lost none of his each scored once, the other Veterans Jude Drouln and 
fmesse as the Sabres rolled Buffalo goals going to Andre Lorne Heuning sent the 
over Torento Maple Leafs 5 Savard Don Luce and Craig Islanders away to a 2-0 first C a n a d a  hopes f a d e  2 while the defending Ramsay, the latter coming period lead and rookie 
champion Montreal with four seconds left in the Michel Bossy tallied his S 
Canadians, with two goals game after Toronto's rookie second goal of the season at 
from Guy Lafleur, blanked coach Roger Neilson pulled Uniondale, N.Y., before 
New York Rangers 5-0. goalie Mike Palmateer with 
In other games, Cleveland . 26 seconds remaining in an BestonrookieDwightFos- i n  w o r l d  s o c c e r  
Baron beat Washington effor to narrow the ~ap. ter put the Bruins on the 
Capitals 4-2, New York Darryl Sittler talhed the scoreboard. 
Islanders tripped Boston other Toronto goal in the The combination of a I~XICO CITY (Reuter) Donald. Dering the Canadian goal keeper Tom Churaki made 
Bruins 3-1, Atlanta Flames second, 14 before Martin put Buffalowin and Boston loss 
defeated St. Louis Blues 3-1, Buffalo ahead to stay. put the Sabrestwo points up - -  Canada scored its second Suddenl~r the game ~th shots, some fine saves while the 
• victory in the six-conntry seemed wde open, and the But Sam Lenarduszi Canadians fought to regain 
Philadelphia Flyers ham- Montreal 5 NY Ran~ers 0 on Cleveland and three World Cup qualifying soccer Guatemalans were pep- steadied the defence and control of the midfleld. ' 
meredPittsburgh Penguins It was an unwelcome ahead of Toronto and tournamentSnnday~heating 
8-2 as captain Bobby Clarke homecoming for Ranger Boston. round.Guatemala 2-1 in the third World wrestling 
This kept the Canadians 
Sunday results distancethe°reticallywithinstriklngof th  unbeaten Last three eliminated 
Rangers beat Islanders h.d  , -  table, but no commentator 
here expects them to be able GOTEBORG, Sweden ."When you are against second-round match in the 
NEW YORK (AP) The Rangers, on goals by Just 54 seconds later, to catch up. (CP)--Canada's remaining guys who are sogood you 62-kg class when he was 
- -  The Canadians face Haiti three wrestlers were have to be defensive," said pinned by 111)o Seppala of 
Right winger Ken Hedge Don Murdoch and Pat Clark Gillies lifted a 10-foot on Wednesday and Mexico eliminated Saturday night Reyne, who only switched to Finland at 1:02 of the third 
scored the winning gem I-Iickey, carried a 2-1 lead shot over Ran~ers goalie during a third-periodpower into the third period. Then, John Davidson to bring the on Saturday in their fmal in Greco-Roman com- Greco-Roman from round. two matches, while Mexico petition at .the world .frecstylea few months ago. 
play and centre Phil at 11:09 of the third, Hedge Islanders within 3-2, but meets its other rival, wrestling championships. 'My strategy was to keep 
my hips lw and my knees Espesito bad three assists steppe~i behind Islanders EsP0sito finished a twoon- Guatemala, on Wednesday. Leo Reynes of Cob0urg, .bent, . to prevent . the 
Sunday night, carrying New defenceman Gerry Hart and one break by passing Walt The Canadians showed 
York Rangers to a 4-2 flipped Esposito's centring Tkaczuk with lS seconds left better form Sunday than in Ont., and Howard Stupp of xugoslavian' guy wom 
triumph over New York pass past the right knee of for an insurance goal after their first two matches, Montreal lost third-round throwing me. I worked well 
Islanders in a National Islanders goalie Glen the Islanders had lifted when they lost 1-2 to El matches and Garry, Kallos as he only threw me tow or 
Hockey League game. Resch. Resch in an attempt o tie Salvador and beat Surinam of Montreal was eliminated three times." 
the contest. 2-1. in the second round of the 90- in the 68-kg class, Adrezj 
Murdoch had opened the The Mexicans beat El kilogram class. Supron of Poland eliminated 
• Stupp by pinning the BASEL, Switzerland (CP) 
H a w k s  s h u t  S a b r e s  scoring during a Rangers Salvador 3-1and Surinam 3- Reynes lost to Olympic Montreai wrestler at 2:50 of -- Canada's modern 
power play at 7:39 of the 1, while Haiti .~.at • silver medallist Ivan Frigic the first round, g~mnastics team finished first period, and Hickey Guatemala by 2-1. 
converted a Hedge pass 12½ of Yugoslavia who scored a Kallos lost to Viktor ezghth and last among 
BUFFALO (AP)--Mike Don Luce of Buffalo, and minutes later for a 2-0 New TheCanadtansweatmto pin at l: 23 of the third round Avdessev of the Soviet finalists at the world 
Veisor, Tony Esposito's Doug Wilson of the Hawks Yorklead. .- the attaek from the st~f't of of their 57-kg elass bout. The Union on a pin at l : 33 of the championships Sunday but 
backup man, scored his gained control of a loose Trottier tapped a pass Sunday's match, with:l~ike Yugoslav wrestler was second round, broke into the nines from 
from Mike Bossy past McKay, Buzz Parson~ and leading 80 on points at the Earlier Saturday, Doug two ~nelsof judges for the 
second National Hockey puck in the neutral zone, Davidson for the only go-al of Mike Bakich prominent up time. Yeats of Montreal ost a first time here. 
Lea e Sun~a~ goaltendingnight as ChicagoShUt°ut goSkateda 70-foota few strideSslapshotandthatlet e second l)eriod before front and skipper Bruce The six Canadian girls, 
Black Hawks defeated beat goalie Gerry Desjar- Hedge scored the winner in Wilson and Bob Lenarduzzi performing their three. 
the third, powerful in midfield, f r  Double header minute routine for the third 
Buffalo Sabres 2-0. dins. SIDES LOOK EVEN time, were awarded 9,05 and 
Veisor, who has played Butafter 15minutes, the "ommerc'a'l  11 l'eague 9.00 marks to give them a 
little fortheBlack Hawks, Flyers blast Blues Guatemalans were getting final totalof36.15points. got his other shutout in the into their rhythm and the The Soviet Union won the 
1974-75 season. He made 34 sides looked evenly mat- event with score of 38.37, 
saves against the Sabres. ched. Bulgaria took second with 
The victory was Chicago's PHILADELPHIA (AP) -  through the legs of Blues' However, in the 22nd opens season ~.~ and Czechoslovakia 
first of the season and its DonSaleski scored three goalie Ed Johnstown with minute Canada took the completed the Communist 
first over Buffalo on the St. Louis playing a man lead, Parsons heading home" sweep of the medals with second-period goals as The Terrace Commercial Hockey League opens its Sabres home rink since Dec. Philadelphia Flyers blasted short, a centre from Bob Lenar- 37.60. 
9, 1971. They had lost 10 St. Louis Blues 7-0 Sunday Saleski started the duzzi, season tonight with a double-header. ' Canadian coach Lilliana 
times and tied twice in night in a National Hockey second-period outburst at Guatemala reacted by Totem Ford meets McEwan Motors at S:15 p.m. and Dimitrova says she feels 
Buffalo since then. League game. the four-minute mark with a attacking furiously, but the Gordon & Anderson face-off with the Skeena Hotel that Canada's final scores 
The Black Hawks took the power-,,,ay goal and tallied Canadian defence, r~liying team at 10 p.m. ' indicate greater things to 
lead with the only score of Saleski's goals were part again at 9:08, firing a 12- round Sam Lenarduzzi, kept The regular sehedual calls for a double-header come for the team. 
the first period. Pierre of a five-~oal barrage by footer past Johnston. Thirty calm, and in the 37th minute Monday nights, beginning at 8:15 and a single game "I felt we would probably 
Plante took a passout from Philadelphia, now 3-0, that five seccMs later, defen- Bob Lenarduzzi put Canada Thursday starting at 10p.m. Adult admission is $1.50 end up eighth, but I was 
behind the goal by Pit buried the winless Blues, ceman ,"tick LaPointe 2-0 ahead with a scorching Monda~sand$1.00Thrusdays. Students pay half price really pleased with those 
Martin and scored from who dropped their third in a scored on a 40-footer. left-foot shot from the edge and children are free. scores m the nines. They 
about eight feet away. row. Bob Dafley made it 5-0 at of the area. The players is this league are too cd for minor or meant hat there was very 
Chicago made it 2-0 in the Rick MacLeish gave 16:53 and Bill Barber tipped In the 78th minute, Guate- junior hockey but are still interested in a competitive little difference amongs~ 
final minutes of the second Philadelphia a 1-0 lead at a past shot past Jol~ston mala broke through and game. With experienced players and evenly matched Spain,,Italy and ourselves. 
period when the Hawks' 19:27of thefirstPeriod when from just outside the crease Alfaro scored from close teams, the games shouldbo interesting. I~we have the support we 
Stan Miklta knocked down he backhanded a shot only 28 seconds later, range off a pass by Mc- ~, ~ will reach the top countries 
60, Tenders 
Offers for Vehicles 
Offers: Plainly marked on the 
envelope "Offer o;1 P.T. no.103" 
will be received by the un- 
dersigned on an Individual or lot 
basis up to 3:00 p.m., October 
20, 1977, for the following which 
may or may not be complete, 
end Iocated"aa Is end where Is" 
at the Ministry of Highways 
Yard, Hoselton, B.C.: 
1970 International 4.ton Dump 
with Cab, Chassis & Box, Model 
1703 
(box lift cylinder missing). 
Refer4mce S.4196. 
1~9 Fargo ~,.ton &men Crew 
Cab, Model D200 
Refore~ce S-3780 
To view or for further in- 
formation contact he Mechanic 
Foreman, Ministry of High- 
ways, Hszelton, B.C., telephone 
S42.SSSS. 
Llcences and regldratlons ere 
not Included. 
Offers must be accompanied by 
e cerllfled cheque .or money 
order made payable to the 
Mlnlsterof Flnancetor 10 percent 
of the bid. If the successful 
bidder subsequently withdraws 
his offer, the 10 percent 
payment shall be liable to 
forfelfure. 
The highest or any offer will Sot 
necessarily be accepted, but the 
hearer of a successful bid will 
be required to pay the 7 percent 
S.S. Tax. 
A.W. C, harlton, Chairman 
Purchasing Commlsalon 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, B.C. 
Offers: Plainly marked on the 
envelope"Offer on P.T. ,o. 107" 
will be received by the un- 
dersigned up t0 3:00, October 
28,11)77 for the following which 
may or may not by complete 
and located "as Is and where Is" 
at the Ministry of Highways 
Yard, Terrace, B.C.: 
1969 International 1/2 ton panel 
truck, Model V.304, Reference J 
S.4023 
To view of for further In- 
formation, contact he District 
Highways Manger, Ministry of 
Highways, Terrace, B.C. 
Llcensa and rsglstratlon are not 
Included. 
Offers must be accompanied by 
a certified cheque or money 
order made payable to the 
Minister of Finance for 10 per 
centoftha bid. If the successful 
b~lPr,  jul~MlqUSfltJy ,wlthdrawl~ 
hi6:, offer, tl~e , 10 percent~ 
payment shall be liable to. 
forfelfure. 
The highest or any offer will not 
necessarily be accepted but the 
bearer of a successful bid will 
be required to pay the 7 per rent 
S.S. Tax. 
A.W. Charlton, Chairman 
Purchasing Commission, 
PaHlament Bqlldlngs, 
Victoria, B.C. 
58 Legal 
Notice of Applicotkm 
for Change of Name 
NOTICE Is hereby given that 
an application will be made to 
the Director of Vital Statistics 
for a change of name, pursuant 
totheprovlsiensof the"Chen- I 
oeofNameAct,"byme:.lda ~
Marlannlna Trelenberg of 2703 
South Eby St. In Terrace, In the 
Province of British Columbia, 
as follows: 
To change my name from Ida 
Marlannino Trolenberg to Edith 
Marie Trelenberg. 
Dated this 8th day of October, 
A.D., 1977. 
Canada last 
in gym meet 
because we are very close to 
them now." 
Spain finished seventh, 
onetenth of a point ahead of 
Canada with a 36.25 score. 
Italy was less than throe' 
ten.t~ of .a point ahead in 
sixm spot with 36.40 ann 
Jal~n t i~ fo£ fo~ at 37.47 
poem wire ,~:ast uermany. 
FOUR FROM ONTARIO 
The Canadian team 
consisted of Adrianne 
Dmmett, Leaune Cinits and 
Jana Lazor of Toronto plus 
Janet Camuhell and Elaine 
Mathesan oT Vancouver and 
team captain Ann-Marie 
Wong of St. Catharines, Ont. 
Campbell feels making 
the finals should help 
establish the sport in 
Canada where it is less than 
a generation old. 
"I think making it to that 
final eight teams will help 
people recognize our sport a 
lot more easily back home 
and that will make us bet- 
terz" said Campbell, who at 
15 m the youngest member 
of the team. 
Carmen Riscl~er of West 
Germany was the only non- 
Communist medal winner 
with a second place in 
ribbons. 
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THE Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
phone 638.6367.Torrsca 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cants. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
$40.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 
per year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
SSl.00. 
Autherlzed as second class mall 
by the Post Office Deportment, 
Ottawa end for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
Word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2rid and 4th Thor. 
sdey every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-66~1. (ntf) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
In the Skeana Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 638. 
2847 or 635.302~1. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesdsyof each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635. 
3442. 
Meeting- Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles Qf the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month, 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
The Catholic Womens League 
will hold thelr Annual Fall Tea 
and Bazzeer on Sat. Oct. 297h at 
the Verltas A~lor lumJ  
CTF 
Skeenav~Oietrt~:t~.:Glrl~u GUlB~ ~ 
~ould - like rto dBnoun~ thl/ 
Company In the Thornhlll area. 
Girls between the ages of 14 and 
18Whoere interested please call 
635.3061 or 638.1269 (ctf) 
Kltlmst Community Arts 
Counc i l -  Next Meeting: 
Thur~lay Oct. 13, 1977 at 7:30 
p.m. at Museum. Arts end 
Crstt Fair: The 6th Annual 
Fair to be held on Oct. 22, 1977. 
at City CAntrs Mall, All 
Welcome, 
ATee and Bazaar will be held In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
The I.O.F. regular meaflngs.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
Order of the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
hall corner of Sparksend Park. 
Donuts and coffee 50 cents. 
(ctf-Nov.19) 
The Independent Order o1 
Foresters are having • Tea & 
Bazaar at the Elks Hail on 
Oct.lS from 1.4 p.m. 
Homemade Items, baklng and 
much more. 
Rebekah Lodge Tea and 
Bazaar, Sat. Nov. 5, 2.4 p.m. 
Elk's Hall Raffle draw 4 p.m. . 
Od Age Pensioners Tea and 
Bazaar Sat. Nov. 12, 1:30.4:30 
p.m. Arena Banquet Room. 
Raffle draw 4:00 p.m. (ctf Nov.) 
Terrace Chess ~lub is looklng 
for new players: Everybody, 
Including beginners, ere 
welcome to attend. 
Games and instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Board Room. For Informstlon 
Phona Joe at 635-5419 (ctf) 
Mi l ls  Memorial Hospltol 
Auxiliary will be having their 
Annual Fall Bezzar on Oct. 22 In 
the Terrace Arena Benguet 
Room' fi'om 2.4p.m. Lots of 
items will be on Sale such as 
Bsklng, Christmas table 
novelties, Knitting, Candy, 
Produce and plants, Book & 
White Elephant Sale. A raffle 
will be drawn at 4 p.m. Tickets 
will be sold st the Bazzer. 
Come and support your Hesplt81 
Auzlllry. 
"Symposium on Coping with 
Cancer"; Presented by Kltlmat 
Unit, Canadian Satiety. At: 
The Museum, City Center on: 
Oct. 26,1977 (Wednesday) at 7 
p.m., Free. All welcomed. 
St. Mathow's Anglican Church 
Christmas Bazzar. Sat. Nov. 26. 
st 2 p.m. 
1. Coming Events 
Klt lmst Toastmistress clul 
meets the second and fourth 
Wednesday of every month 
from 8.10 )~.m. In the Necheko 
library. "1|ha Toastmletrese 
program Is\really varied to 
meet a wide range of Interests, 
and no prevlou~l,,experlence is 
needed to Join. If you are In- 
terested In easier convereatlon, 
conducting a good msetlng , 
making a speech, or simply 
Improving your communication 
skills; teaching, training and 
evaluteloo are offered In a 
friendly, relaxed stmosphere. 
You are cordlnally Invited to 
sttsndany meeting to see how 
the progrsm works. For more 
Information please call 632.6345. 
The next meeting is'Oct. 12. 
Meeting of Interest at the 
Terrace Child Minding Centre 
at 4529 Olson on Monday Oct 17 
et 8 p.m. for more Information 
call 638-0211. 
14. Business Personal 
Accountant. Officer Manager 
Our Client hesa  position 
available for the ebeve In 
Terrace. The successful ap. 
pllcant must have 'sufficient 
experience in accounting to 
prepare monthly flnancla 
statements. Salary negotiable. 
Apply In Confidence to: 
McAIplno & Co., Chartered 
Accountants, 4644 Lazalle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. (p.8,9) 
MOVING ??? 
CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
ONE-WAY TRUCK RATES 
THROUGHOUTWESTERN 
CANADA. 
CALL TOLL FREE 
112-800-663-3478 
BUDGET RENT A TRUCK 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Clan 4 
requlre~.'""codtact ~ manager, 
Terrace Taxi -  635.2242 (cff) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 63,¢ 
s176 or 431-1231. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmates. Phone L15.SIN 
or Ik~1.1231. (ctf) 
Golden Rule: Odd lobe for the 
Iobless. Phone 685.~1S. 3238 
Kalum. (ctf) 
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 SOUC I E 635-2188 
0 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Ropalrsto Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(ctf) 
- I l l  I I 
Reflexolngy by Pearl. Call 635. 
3854. • F-7,14,21,28) 
Storage space available for 
campers, boats, vehicles, etc. - 
Limited space left. Call 635.4328 
for quotes. (ctf.m end th) 
19. Help Wanted 
International company requires 
a part-time distributor to In. 
traduce their products around 
.the Terrace area. The suc. 
cossfuI applicant must have 
sales ability and management 
ptentlal. In it ia l ly as a 
dlstrlbulor,you wi l l  wor) 
several hours per week at above 
average earnings, but even. 
tuaily you wil l  want to develop 
this Into a full-t ime oc. 
cupatlon,wlth ramuneratloo far 
In excess of your present goals. 
We have over 30 produds, 
rsnglng from preventive 
maintenance oll & addltlvles for 
heavy and light machinery and 
motors to Industrial end home 
use cleaning and waxing 
products to farm and soil 
conditioners to tools etc. 
This Is the opportunity of • 
lifetime a small Investment Is 
required, Writs now to Box 
1240, Prince George: Giving a 
Resume and Including your 
home .eddrese and phone no. 
Our field manager will contact 
you as soon as peeslble. 
Experienced married her 
sdman for eight head Holstein 
Herd In B.C. Interior. 
References essential. Write 
Eagle River Farm, R.R. ! 
Slcamous, B.C. V0E 2VO 
19. Help Wanted 
Rim Forest Products requires: 
head saw fl ier, applicants 
should be certified filer with 
supervisory experience. This is 
a salaried position. Circular 
saw filer, experienced saw flier 
requi red.preferably  wlt l  
certification. Pay is unlon 
scale. Apply In writing to.The 
Manager, Rim Forest Products, 
20 Powell Road, R.R. 1 South 
Hazeiton, B.C. V0J 1Y0. Phone 
842.5266 
33. For Sa le -  Misc.  
Welner plgs for sale. Call 635. 
2603. M & F). 
New hay for sale: R. Perry, 
Woodcock, B.C. Mailing ad- 
dress: Box 99, Kitwanga. 
Phone 112.849-5404 ( p- 
22,5,10,20,$,10,15,20) 
For Sale: Gold nuggets at 10c, 
35c, 50(: MIn. order $5.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
eatlstectlon or money refunded. 
Wm. W. Lerkln, Canyon View, 
Placer Mines, Rock Creek, B.C. 
(¢-4.20) 
SWAN VENTURES LTD. offers 
fabulous savings for Chrlstmasl 
Mlnln.Vac.Strudy one hanc 
operation for car or clothes only 
$4.75. Automatic phone Idex- 
push button style,only $3.75. 
Genuine cultured pearl 
earrings, t i f fany setting. 
Plereoed style, 14 K. Gold Post, 
• only $14.50. Send cheque or 
money order plus B.C. sales tax 
to:SwN Ventures Ltd., Box 
33777, Station 'D', VAN- 
COUVER, B.C. VBJ 4L6. 
Metal office Desk, Typing table, 
e lec t r i c  typewr i te r ,  
Secretaries chair, Vlkins 
sewing machine. Acoustic 12 
string Guitar. Phone 635.3748. 
(C-9,10,~1.), 
47. Homes for  Rent 
For Rent; 
Available Nov. 1. 2 bedroom 
duplex. No pets please. Apply- 
B1.1885 Queensway. (C- 
9,10,11,12) 
For Rent: 
Large 3 bedroom duplex In 
Woodlands Height. $250.0C 
month. Phone 635.7251 till 4:30, 
635.2627 after 6:00 p.m. ask for 
Bob. (C.7,8,9( 
48. Suites for Rent 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 -/,603 Scott. One, 
two and three b~ronm pert- 
ments. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools ancJ 
downtown. Clean, quiet 
spacious, security Iock-~o and 
~strol. 
635-5224 
[ctf) 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
Full basement, lV~ baths, ~/= 
block from schools. 3 mln. walk 
f rom town. Suitable for 
famllleo. S250 per month. 6 
months lease. Apply suite 118, 
3520 Kalum. (cff) 
I HILLSIDE LODGE / 
I ,,so Little Avenue i 
iSleoplng rooms, housekeeping I 
|units, centrally located. Fully i
Ifurnlshed. Reasonable rates by i
Iclay or week. Non.drlnkers~ 
Loniy. phone (ctf) J 
J Clinton Manor j 
IFurnlshedor unfurnished studio| 
ior 1 bedroom apartments. J 
Isacurlty enterphone. Sauns.| 
/ n5.4261 I 
/ 638-1032 . J 
For Sale: 
Brother Electric typewriter- 
portable very good condition. 
Phone 63q-1639., (C- 
9;I0,ii,12,13,14,15,16," . . . . . . . . . .  
17,18,19,20( 
36. For Hire 
Piano Tuning by appointment 
only, reasonable rates. Phone 
635.4080 (C.9,11,14,16,19,) 
37. Pets 
For Sale: i 
Welsh Pony 7.8 years old, with 
or without saddle and bridle 
good chllds horse. 685.6637 after 
S:00 p.m. or weekends. )p. 
7,8,9,10,11) 
39. Boats & Engines 
Swamp boat powered by aero 
plane motor. Apply ~/2 mile 
south of ale's Place. (P.9,10) 
For Sale: ~ 
1973 24' Flberform cabin 
cruiser. C.B. depth sounder, 
compass, 2 heaters life jackets, 
Stove sleeps six all white with 
red Interior. Aslo Included 1976 
Tandum Treller can be viewed 
In Terrace.Call collect 633.2421 
Nass Camp any time (C. 
7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,) 
41. Machinery for Sale 
For Sale: TD15C-1973 In- 
ternational Crawler, Blade, 
Winch and RaPS Canopy 
$40,000. Phone 633.2312. (p- 
10,11,12,13,14) 
.43. Rooms for Rent 
i 
Room and Board' for a Young 
Quiet person. Call 638.8203. (P. 
9,10,11) 
'Room for rent for single gen- 
tlmen In the t,,,nch area. WItH 
'kitchen and l iving roo~' 
facilities. Phone 635.3971 CTF 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
• 4931 Walsh,Av~nue, . ~ 
Sui te  i i3  ~ ': ~ . . . .  
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
r~ew 1, 2 end 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove, drapes, 
carpet, rec area, sauna and pool 
table, with security en 
lerpehone and elevator. Ab. 
~lutely no pets. 
(c~f) I 
3 bedroom Upstairs Suite for 
Rent. Good location. Close to 
school. Available Nov. 1. 
Phone 635.2618. (p-10,14) 
Bachelor ap~,rtment downtown. 
No pots. Preferable a day time 
worker. Partially furnished. 
Phone 635-3725 after 6 (p- 
7,8,9,10) 
49 Homes for Sale 
I I 
13 FOR SALE 
bedroom home With com- 
:leted basement, suite carpeted 
throughout, Shaw flroplace 
~lus many extras. Drive by 4801 
Halllwell or phone 635.3944 after 
5 p.m. for details. Priced at 
SSl,500. (cff) 
I 
For Sale or Rent; 
3 Bedroom house Located~near 
downtown, Available at month 
end. Phone 635.3748. (C.9.18) 
b 
House for Sale: 
3 bedroom house with wall to 
wail carpet.full basement gee 
heat close to schools and town. 
Drive by 4921 Park of phone for 
685-7382 or 635.7594 (p- .16. 
17-19-21-1-3-5-7-9-11) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom modular 
.home. Full basement on 2 acres 
$34,900. Phone 635.3469 or 679. 
3961 (c.sapt. Oct) 
The first child to be born in the New England Colonies was 
Peregrine White, a baby girl born aboard the Mayflower 
in Massachusetts Bay. 
I I  I 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST LEASE TO OWN' 
Before you buy, investigate the advantages of this rent.to- 
own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase.. Why tie up 
your cash or borrowing power., 1st and l i l t  months rent and 
drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
'78 F-250 '78 Van '78 
Econollne ½ ton 
$149 per mo. $134 per mo. $126 per mo. 
i 
'78 Cougar '78 Cemaro '78 Zephyr 
All New 
, SI37 per me. $139 per me. S106 per me. 
CALL LARRY HAYES-RICHARDS COLLECT 
' 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
!1d0 MAR IN E DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.0N79A 
55. Property for Sale 
For Sale: 
80 acres exclusive rural 
property. 50 acres cleared and 
producing legume hay. 
Remainder in timberland 
areas. Access by  public 
road,year round creek; power 
end telephone available. 2,100 
FT. contour gives breathtaking 
view of all mountain rangers. 
Located midway between 
Houston and Smithers. Ex- 
cellent for self.sustaining hobbl 
or riding ranch. $59,000 firm. 
.Box 445 Telkwa,B.C. V0J 2)(0 
5.2 acres of land in Woodland 
Park Subdivldlon $14000.00 or 
Best Offer. Owner anxious to 
sell . Phone 638.1639 (C. 
9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18, 
19,20) 
56. Business Opportun i ty  
Priced for Quick Salel 
Texada Island Automotive 
Service business and property 
$75,O001 Princeton area; 158 
acres, two cabins, land level 
with creek, $7.4,900. A. Wlebe 
879.0893. 
57. Automobi les  
1968 Datsun Station Wagon' 
Recent S700.00 re~oairs. Nev 
transmission,good tires. Good 
transportaion. Asking $750.00. 
Phone 685.409f. See at 4510 
Park Ave. (C- 
9,10,11,12,13,14,15) 
For Sale; 
1966 Mercury. P.W & P.B.P.S. 
$500.00 . Phone 638-1720. (C. 
9,10,11,) 
1971 Mazda Station Waaon. 
Apply V3 mile south of ale's 
place. (P.9,10) 
For Sale: 
1970 1/2 ton Ford pick up 302 In 
good running condition. Good 
for hunting. Selling cheap, can 
be viewed In Terrace call 
Collect 633.2421 Nass Camp any 
~.time.- (C-7,8,%10,11,12,13,14,15( 
1974 Mazda, 4 door Station 
Wagon. Low mileage, excellent 
condition. 62400 firm. Phone 
638-1842 after 6 p.m. (stf) 
i 
1965 GMC 5 TON, equipped with 
power winch. Price $1S00.00. 
Phone 638.1676 (i)-3,4,6,8,9) 
For Sale: 1973 GMCV2ton 4x4. 
Needs some work, call 635.5685 
after S p.m. (c.4.14) 
For Sale: 
1973 Mazda pick up long range 
full tank 50,000 miles. Phone 
635.6637 after 5 p.m. (P- 
7,8,9,10,11 ) 
1976 Dodge Aspen Station 
Wagon. Special. Add package. 
Excel lent  condition, auto 
trensmlss!on, radio, new radlel 
t tires. Sd,500 firm. Phone 638- 
1221 days. (c.7,8,9,10,11) 
1970 Datsun car. $600. Phone 
638-1252. (c-7,8,9,10,11) 
1973 International Leggin| 
Truck - with 20 too trailer for 
sale: Truck is 83000 G.V.W. 350 
H.P. Cummins Diesel Model 
No. F4370. 
One Ford 1972 I/= ton pickup. 
One 1970 G.M.C. 3/4 ton pickup. 
All located at Terrace In. 
ternetl0n~l. Contact Mr. W. 
Gaunf~.~: 635.4951 for further 
Inforn~atloo. (c.8,9,10,11) 
L 
For w,,,,es C J2A 
good(l~dltlon. Phone 638-1640 
atter f~:m.  (c.8,9,10,11,12) 
57. Automobi les  
1968 3/4 ton Chevie pickup. 
Phone 638.1273. (n-c 10,11) 
1973 Oldsmobile Cutlass Sedan. 
Best offer. Very good condltlen 
53,000mlles. Phone 638.8343. (p- 
9) 
For Sale: 1969 Fargo Van - 
needs work. Best offer. Phone 
635.6650 or 635.7639.. (c. 
10,11,12,13,14) 
1968 Plymouth Fury III. Heavy 
duty transmission and heavy 
duty eltinator. 1 owner. Ex- 
cellent condition. Phone 635- 
2645. (c-10,11,12,13,14) 
58. Mobile Homes 
118 Acres with Mobile Home 24 
x 68 with or without furniture at 
Old Remo. Excellent sell, good 
well. Landscaped. Phone 635- 
6926. (P-9,10,) 
4 year old 3 bedroom Safeway 
House trailer. Nice kitchen 
Ilvlngroom area, laundry 
hookups service. 75' fenced lot. 
Furnished with appliances. For 
more Information phone 635- 
6916 after 6 p.m. (c.4,9,14,19,3) 
Fully furnished 1967 10XS( 
Squire. 2 bedroom house 
trailer. Nice and clean, car- 
peted In living room. S160 per 
month. Noanlmals. Noslnglos. 
Phone 635-2482 between 4.6:30 
p.m. to view. (I)-8,9,10) 
For Sale: 12x55 3 bedroom 
trailer. Good condition. Call 
635-5970 (c-5-14) 
Trailer 10 x 46 inside com- 
pletely refinished. Sat up in 
treilor court onQueenswa) 
' across from Inland Kenworth. 
Include ioey shack. Phone 
635.6682. (P-9,11) 
For Sale or Rent 
12 x 683 Bedroom Mobile Home 
fully furnished with washer and 
dryer.' In .town close to schools. 
Phone • 638-1870. (C:• 
?,10,11,12,13,) 
60. Tenders 
Sealed tenders, addressed to the 
undersigned• and marked 
"Thornhlll Refuse Site Main. 
tonsnce" will be received until 
4:30 p.m. October 25, 1977. 
Specifications and contrac 
documents may be obtained on 
request from the Regional 
District of Kitlmat.Stikine 
N0.9-4644 Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrdco, B.C. 635.7251. 
The lowest or any tender will • 
not necessarily be accepted. 
John Pouseflo 
Administrator 
(c.8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15) 
The f i rs t  pole vaulter to 
clear the bar at 15 feet was 
Cornel ius Warmerdam on 
April 13, 1940, in Berkeley, 
California. 
i i i I b  i 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES, 
Wewlll Establish you In 
your own 
DISCOUNT FABRIC 
STORE 
In the location of your choice, 
Initial Investment $10,000 to 
$1S,000. For more In. 
formation write to Box 2043 
Stn. R. Kelowna, B.C. VIX 
41<5. 
"WANTED" 
AMBITIOUS BOYS OR GIRLS 
to do carrier mutes in 
THORNHILL 
G od experience and earnings 
to the right persons, 
PHONE:- DAWN 
635-6357 
~iii I , 
The turkeys we feast upon these days are related ~ those 
the Spaniards found when they invaded Mex o, not 
the wild variety roaming the Eastern seaboard iat the 
Pil~ims ate. 
"LOOK" 
AS low as $200.00 you can buy a 14" de 
mobile home. furnished, set up end delivere( 
HURRY!  
Phone Mr .  George  - co l lec t  434- 175 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
2Px 
12 sheeb only- 336 
THE DILLY HERALD 
3212 Kahm St. Terrace 
HELP WANTEI) 
THE OAHADIAN 
ARMED FOROES 
has openings for young Oanadial s 
who are interested in: . . . .  . . . . . . .  
L , - ' , , '  * ' ' " "  
- WORLD TRAVEL 
- EXOELLENT PAY 
OPPORTUNITIE, q 
- LEARNING A TRADE 
A MILITARY CAREER COUNSEU.OR WILL BE AVAn.ABI : TO 
ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS IN TERRACE AT THE C~ ~DA 
MANFO~IER CENTRE FROM9:001o 3:00 p.m. ON OCTOBER 19. 
--6 ABOUTYOU. THE CANN LAN ARMBDFOt CES. 
FOR REN1 
OOMMEROIAL 
STORAGE SPAC 
Be you require extra 
storage space space? 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATEI 
"t( Heated premises 
Regularly patrolled 
"K Oentrally Iooat*4 
Reasonable rates 
CALL 636-6367 
FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
ask for BILL 
E 
Y 
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Arrested 15 times 
Kent State family still involved, still hassled 
BARBERTON, Ohio (AP) 
-- Wlmn Alan Canfora was 
shot in the wrist as the 
national guard fired to 
break up a 1970 antiwar 
rauy a t Kent State 
University, his family 
decided to get involved. 
They're still involved, and 
their lives are still being 
disrupted. 
Alan, his parents, two 
brothers and a sister have 
been arrested a total of 15 
times since June while 
protesting the proposed 
construction of a $6 million 
gymnasium near where four 
students were killed and 
nine injured on May 4, 1970. 
A pause across the world 
LONDON (AP) -- 
Mourners tood in the aisles 
of London's Westminster 
Cathedral Sunday for a 
mass said in memory of the 
late Bing Crosby, "a gentle 
soul who gave such pleasure 
with unaffected modesty to 
so many." 
Those were the words of 
Canon Oliver Kelly, who told 
the congregation estimated 
at 2,000 persons: "I'm sure 
you felt, as I did, that when 
the news of his death spread 
across the world there was a 
pause, there was a moment 
of silence, of r~gret, that a 
special voice had been 
stilled." 
Among the congregation 
was Illtyd Harrington, 
deputy leader of the Greater 
London Council, and a 
friend of the Crosby family. 
Fans mourn gentle modest crooner 
"The most marvellous said: "If it snowed for a winning round of golf at a he was just my father, a 
thing about it, which Bing fortnight, Christmas would course near Madrid. wonderful father." 
would have loved, was the not be so white this year. His son, Harry, 19, will ac- Harry Crosby flew in 
enormous number of Not like the ones we used to company his father's body Saturday from London, 
children here. It was an act know when Bins was alive." back to Los Angeles, where where he had been 
of faith and love by the In Madrid, final the singer will be buried vacationing with his father. 
people who loved him," preparations were made for Tuesday, U.S. consular He is the eldest of three 
Harrington said. " the body of the entertainer officials said. children born after Crosby's 
London newspapers paid to be flown to the United To the world Bing Crosby second marriage in 1957 to 
tribute to the 73-year-old States today, may have been famous, his Kathryn Grant. Crosby had 
crooner, who died in Spain Crosby died of a heart, son said when he arrived four sons from his first 
Friday. The Sunday People attack suffered after a here Saturday, "but to me marriage to actress Dixie 
• Lee, who died in 1952. 
On July 12, they w~re all 
arrested at once. 
The head of the family, 
Albert Canfora, 51, is a city 
councillor, and some of ' his 
constituents find it un- 
seemly for him to break the 
law. His seat is at stake in a 
recall election scheduled 
Tuesday. 
Barberton is a "con- 
servative, religious, ethnic 
town," says Mayor 
Lawrence MKAUER.  ':Civil 
disobedience is a luxury a 
public official cannot af- 
ford." 
WANT HIS JOB 
Canfora said in a recent 
interview that the family 
has been the target of 
harassing telephone calls 
and hate mail. In addition, 
he said, there is a movement 
afoot among some members. 
of United Auto Workers 
Local =6to oust him from ~ 
his job in the union office at 
an Akron rubber plant. 
His daughter Rosauna, 28, 
who was arrested at Kent in 
19/0 and is a leader of the re- 
cent protests, has lost her 
teaching job because a Con- 
nectieut school would not 
~ovide a leave of absence 
when Rosauna had to be in 
Kent for court appearances. 
But Canfora said, his 
family feels it's worth it. 
He said history will show 
that the antiwar protesters 
at Kent State were right, 
and that after the shootings, 
authorities "were trying to 
silence something." 
• Alan, who is working 
toward amaster's degree in 
library science at Kent 
State, and Rnsarma were in 
the forefront of the z~ew 
protests to try to bkck 
construction of the gym at 
the site of the 1970 shooting, 
and this time the rest of the 
family was with them. 
Canfora nd his wife, Ann, 
walked to the front of the sit- 
in demonstration, and he 
was the second to be hand- 
cuffed and led away. Also 
arrested were Mark, 19, and 
Albert Jr., 23. 
Mark said it was "the 
proudest day of my life ... 
when I joined my entire 
family on Taylor Hill ... to 
protect that land the 
university is determined to
destroy." 
Fitnessis fun. ~ 
Try some. 
pagrlop#tr/~ 
Service 
disrupted 
from page 1 
then took their usual seats. 
READ STATEMENT 
As Pastor Charles 
Trentham stepped into the 
pulpit to begin his sermon, 
the first of the demon- 
strators, dressed in slacks 
and a brown sweater, stood 
up and began to read the 
anti-bomb statement. 
An usher grabbed the pro- 
tester, put his hand over the 
man's mouth, pulled the 
demonstrator out of the pew 
and led him to the door. 
A second protester, 
E re t  ! 
associated with Philip 
Berrigan at the Jonah 
House, a non-violent anti- 
war community in 
Baltimore, stood in another 
pew across the aisle and 
continued the readin$. 
Another usher tned to 
take the statement out of her 
hand, then pushed her down 
in the Dew. The usher sat 
next to her and still another 
protester in another pew 
stood up and read on. 
In all, six of the demon- 
strators, whose spokesman 
identified them as members 
of the Atlantic Life Com- 
munity, an alliance of anti- 
nuclear weapon groups 
along the east coast, were 
silenced by ushers and es- 
corted out. 
The president and his 
family sat unperturbed 
throughout the demon- 
stration. Secret Service 
bodyguards made no move 
against he protesters. 
-Outside, "three of the 
protesters sat in front of the 
side door Carter uses to 
enter and leave the church 
and read the statement in
unison before police hand- 
cuffed them and led them 
away. 
As the President, his 
family and friends left the 
church, a few remaining 
demonstrators held a red 
hanner saying: "Neutron 
bomb: who will assume the" 
moral responsibility ?" 
NFB 
wins top 
award 
YORKTON, Sask. (CP) -- 
The National Film Board 
won the top award--the 
Golden Sheaf--at he 14th 
biennial Yorkton In- 
ternational Film Festival 
Saturday night, and actor 
Gordon Pinsent and actress 
Jackie Burroughs won the 
top acting awards. 
The film board won its 
award for High Grass 
Circus and won six prizes 
for four of its other film 
entries--I'll Go Again, and 
Blackwood, two each, and' 
Los Canadienses and 
Mindscape, one each. 
The judges used their pre- 
rogatives under the rules of 
the festival to institute the 
best actor and best actress 
awards. 
. . . . . . .  i 
Save up to 
on materials. 
That's right. If your home 
was built before 1941 in 
British Columbia, we'll pay 
you 2/3 the cost of your 
insulation materials- up to 
$350-when you improve 
the insulation of your 
home. 
Cut your 
heating bill by 
as much as 
one-third. 
You may save as 
much as 113 on your 
heating bills for years to 
come. The Canadian Home 
Insulation Program was 
created by the Federal 
Government to help 
Canadians conserve 
energy. 
Insulation is easy to do. An 
outlay of about $525 for 
instance, should purchase 
enough materials to do the 
attic, basement, and some 
/ 
exterior walls of an average 
home and 2/3 of this outlay 
is a $350 taxable grant. 
We'll provide you with 
complete details. Simply 
check and complete the 
coupon, and mail today. 
Pre-1941. 
Your home must have been 
built before 1941 in British 
Columbia to qualify for this 
phase of the program. And 
only materials purchased 
and installed after 
September 1,1977 can 
qualify for a grant. 
Over the next seven 
years, most homes will 
be included. 
i 
 |iiliRii 
Are you eligible? 
R If your homo was I~JIIt before 1041 In Bdtish Columbls, you may 
qualify for a grant of 2/3 the cost of materials, up to S350. 
[ "7  Yes, title Ia a residential building of three storeys or less 
I_.J constructed before 1041 In Bdtiah Columbia. 
I I to Insulate the wells and floors unheated W'l Yes, Can att~ over 
L._I space with CMHC accepted materials. 
DYe,s, title unit le used residence. 
i~  ~ If you've answered =Yes" tomSella pdnclpalthree quastlona, we'll send along our 
Infommtlon/appllcatlon klt. 
B lease pdnt. This Is your mailing label. 
NAME 
i 
I 
n 
I 
I ADDRBSS CITY i 
PROY. 
B l~]Eng l l shk i  t POSTALCODE i 
Send to: Canadian Home Insulation Program 
P.O. Box 700 
I St. Laurent, Quebec 
H4L 5£8 i 
or through your operator call collect: 
I [--1 French kit 1514) 341-1511 I I  Note: You may also qualify separet~dy for assistance under n 
B.C. Hydro Financing. Please check with • Hydro office in your area. 
Canadian Home 
Insulation Program 
I q~ Government Gouvemement 
of Canada du Canada 
Canadian Home 
Insulation Program 
Programme d'llolatlon thermtque 
dee rtteklenc~ cam~ermee 
Honowable Ancldl Ouellet L'honondde Andrt Ouellet 
Ml.lste¢ Mintstre J 
.J 
/ 
